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brethren, ye have base it unto me—Matthew 25:411.
care 1887.
family
Women
Lawyers
Associat
programs
ion
. These programs will
IT'S COOL !NUDE:
though their charming sisters laws, all reasonable,
We must show love by sharing with our brothers. God dwells
was suggest, in their list
On this day in history:
in
of include conventional day care,
in this "Land of Smiles" have it submitted to Parliam
•
seeb of us,and by sharing with each other we perpetuate His will
ent more proposed revisions to
rougher than their Western than two years
family family day care and in-home Ip 1752 Benjamin Franklin 4
on earth.
ago by the Thai laws, that the registrat
demonstrated the relationship
ion of care.
counterparts.
Women Lawyers Association. subsequent
between electricity and lightmarriages while a
Here, on a charge of
•753-6333 ALL SHOWS
Deitz also approved a contract
The proposals have remained first marriage
ning by launching a kite during
is legally on the with the
adultery, a husband can deeply
city
of
Covingto
n, or a storm in Philadel
buried
in
a books be automatically void.
phia with an
divorce his wife, but it doesn't parliamentary committ
ee ever
Were the Thai law to be behalf of the CDA, for a Cern- iron key suspended from the
work the other way.
munity Coordinated Child Cart
since, but the Mader of the changed in
that manner — and
string.
Thailand officially adopted movement, Mrs.
Program (4-C).
Suphatra it certainly will be a
In 1904 the excursion steam-. :LAST NITE I
monogamy in 1935, but there Singholka, says,
conby Carl Riblet Jr.
"The 4-C Program, which boat "General Slocum"
"Eventually,1 sicieralale time before it
burst
is — the began
still is no law under which a am confident
we will win our real problem will not be
operation this spring, is Into flames on the East
solved.
River in 4111011311111
Those who expressed their hate for women by. man can be punished for rights. We have a_ stronger Only the upper classes
106/012:
ttan, taking the lives of • hie Isease...spr hilt )
and the providing the Northern Kentucky
having nxre than one wife at a Voice all the
area with the mechanism to build ,021 persona.
time, but we do not
designing the maxiskirt have gone underground and dine. A great irnanyliT
hai men fluvial with placardeand firs. growing middle class, which is an effective community-wide
ekincipally of Cninese (wisps,
In 1963 Soviet cosmonaut
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the men who love women are marketing better prefer it that way, and chances We are quiet."
generally bother to register child care system," Deitz said. Valets, Bykovsky
for
serious
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improve
looking hot pants by the million and looking to the
ment in
Nevertheless, a member of marriages. The
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is a partnership earth 81
traditional
times.
day when the better-looking grandmothers will say women's lot will be slow in Parliament drew much ap- marriage ceremony, practiced
of federal,
state and local In 1960
ximing.
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some time at all levels, involves a mutual governments, private agencies
goodbye to skirts and go for broke in anything that
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d
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by
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working
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dertake a new career after we know, Madame
Suphatra in public that they are together to organize a com- pone a visit to Japan because
marriage, the law requires her will be demanding
"There's nothing prettier than a
that women marrying, with attendant munity's efforts to bring together of anti-American riots in Tokyo.
first to gain her husband's be given the right
good-looking female leg."
to grow ceremonies ranging from all those elements that could
consent. If she wants to sell a beards."
or A thought for today:
Still, here in extremely ostentatious for the should play
Scottish
—Maxims For A Bachelor
a role in meeting a author
piece of property she pur- Thailand, no
John Buchan said, "We
one has bothered very rich to a simple praying communi
ty's child care needs." can
chased before her marriage or to brand him
only pay our debt to the
a "male together for the very poor.
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LIGHT THAT FAILED
In both contracts, the CDA will
inherited from her family, she chauvinist pig."
past by putting the future in
HOVE, England (UPI)—Trudi LAS VEGAS, Nev. ( UPI)— cannot
Many don't bother with any provide one-fourth of
do so until her husband
the cost, the debt to ourselve
Most Thai women seldom ceremony, simply agreein
Lennard said months of trouble When the light on the
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g
agrees. Throughout the entire give a thought
control
to the matter of between themselves to live state's share of expenses paid by
with her $240 electric stove has panel of the big Delta
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c
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Security
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•
under
this
gaining
equal
rights with men. together,for better or worse, so
been traced to a dead mouse blinked to indicate an
contract.
engine family business, a husband
Exocrr FLOVVERBED
When asked, most admit long as both are willing.
found in the electrical wiring. was on fire, the Delta
*I,
In
A WOMAN 7:45:
Upon payment, the Depart- LOS ALAMITOS, Calif. (UPI)
Airlines generally is free to act in"This bloody mouse has flight to Dallas with 101 dependently, but his wife is not. thinking there should be a law many cases this is to cir- ment of Economi
* ALSO * 9:30:
c Security will —Police dug up 150 opium
to preclude a man from having cumvent the tradition paying
of
nearly caused my husband and passengers returned under
By custom rather than by
more than one wife at a time. a "bride price," for many pay to the CDA the total amount plants during the weekend in :"CARMEN BABY" a
me to get a divorce," she said. emergency conditions Monday law, about the only property in
for services rendered under the the yard of a woman who told
Actually, such a law exists, but workingmen never manage
to
Four dinner parties were ruined to McCarran Airport.
which she can wheel and deal
it doesn't work too well. If a accumulate the sums,
contract that qualify for federal them she was growing them
Starts TOMORROW!
sizable
an her own is in selling or ex- man takes
because the stove's timer failed
the trouble to by their standards, required by matching hinds.
because they were pretty.
changing her jewelry — which
to switch off and there are now
register a second, third or custom to be paid
The department will obtain "She was really surprised
It's what womens lib •
to the bride's
*
cracks in expensive, heat- The engine was fine. It was helps account for the inordinate
fourth marriage, only a court mother when she
federal matching funds for the when we told her what they • is all about!
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which
resistant dishes, she said.
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can declare that registration to join her husband'
s family. remaining three-fourths of the were," said Sgt. Richard Ryan.
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cost.
"She thought they were just
By entering a contract to
provide child care services for
the Department of Economic
Security,the CDA is able to make
its child care funds provide more
services.
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proved to operate from April to
to Egyptian officials. Later, in security
chief told a group of
CireleY News Service
June
of
.;.* WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY *
1971.
September, 1969, daily air raids reporters
touring the area, 70 to
For this time period, the cost of
PORT TAUFDC, On the Suez began.
80 ships a day passed through
The attacks stopped with the
Canal — The flag still flies over
this southern entrance to the the 4-C contract wW amount to
Omer Oro ;mon
the United Nations observers' Aug. 8, 1970, cease-fire, leaving 100-mile-long Suez Canal, the $56110, and the cost of the child
it.,roe Prolictio
jl
building here,itself moderately hospitals, mosques
and
shortest route to European care services will be $76,502.25.
EN DINOSAURS
damaged in the heavy shelling churches in rubble as well as ports for Australian wheat and
and bombing that turned this homes and businesses. And .lapanese motorcars as well as FELINE MDCUP
RULED THE EARTH" VICTORIA VETR1
once bustling Egyptian port leaving 482 Egyptian dead, Persian Gulf oil.
SHENFiELD, England (UPI) Techncoyn ,'
brat
4/20
1,242
injured.
into a ghost town.
Passengers would leave their —When the
AmsvAss
,
s
Michael Bohn
But the observers have had
About two-fifths of the 10,000
family lost Midnight, their 9little to report for months now. workers who remain keep the vessels at Suez for a crossmonth-old male black cat, they
The Egyptian-Israeli cease-fire city's basic services in desert jaunt to Cairo, then
'END TONITE
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of last August has held up, operation. Others handle in- return a day or so later to the
paper.
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entrance
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say
despite charges and coun- frequent cargoes of wheat and
THFAIRF
tercharges of missile buildups. seed grains which still make board the ship again when it they found a black cat. The
Bohns rushed over, identified
overflights and other violations the long trip up the Gulf of Suez arrived at Port Said.
* WEDNESDAY thru TUESDAY
The revenues from Fer- the cat and took it home. But
by Tel Aviv and Cairo.
from the Red Sea, openly
Still, Port Taufik remains watched by Israeli forces on cimand de Lessens' 19th Cen- on closer examination they
Ina plane! Ina steambstiti
uninhabited except by Egyp- the Sinai coast as well as the tury engineering feat were an found the cat was pregnant.
important part of Egypt's Just before five kittens atrived,
tian soldiers guarding the Egyptians on this side.
Ins discotheque!
rational income, amounting to Midnight finally showed up.
causeway or huddled in small
And still others farm the
ITS SUPER STUD!
more than $330 million in 1966,
bunkers along the canal bank to small amount
of arable land in
year of operation moved
keep out of the blazing sun.
the vicinity, supplying workers the last full
to Helwan or other
before the Arabs and Israelis industrial suburbs of Cairo.
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And Taufik's larger sister and army
I kV"?
contingents based went to war a third time
city, Suez, though not so badly here with
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g
Suez
vegetables and meat.
income
now
this
Not only is
damaged since the port stands
A0V44,00.WoWle
make do, living in undamaged
But the huge oil refineries
lost, but the Egyptian governbetween it and the guns "on the belch forth
no polluting fumes. ment says it is spending 30 structures. There is a plan to
MURRAY ." Open 7:30 1 Stir-t Dusk
other side," is home to only The oil which
fed them came million Egyptian pounds bring Suez and Port Taufik
10,000
civilians,
the from Sinai and
beck to life, local officials say,
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almost $70 million by official but reconstr
unevacuated remnant of a Israeli hands. the wells are in
uction hasn't
The
chemical
,
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the begun "becaus
prewar population of more than fertilizer
Nothing
e the war is not
has bum Id HI orThe Adventu
and paper factories
PREMATURE ALARM SYSTEM- -A new air mattress that
evacuees.
260.000
rer:"
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dosed down in 1969 when the 250,000
eniscuiniv n
sounds an alarm when a premature infant stops breath" The evacuation began in 1969 war of
Most of the people moved,pia ead of the desert
attrition
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AMMO
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way. went to the cities — dock
ing has-been installed at West Suburban Hospital in Oak
with the onset of the war of
TIRE ulnas 011.1141RT
Cairo, a road closed just outAnd the port, once second
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Park. Chicago. When breathaig stops, displacement of
workers shifted to Alexandria, side
attrition, when Israeli artillery only to
the
capital
Alexandr
to
all but
ia, operates at teachers and other government
air from one compartment to mother stops sail a sensor
shelled the city daily, often for less than
soldiers
, Egyptian civilians
20 per cent capacity. personne
p
.
sounds .111 alarm and flashes a light.
low CON MI Nowt -ht
l were added to staffs
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•
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At one time, the local elsewhere, factory workers with business in Suez, and
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Yaz Leads
AL Star
Balloting

Angels Are Trying To
Find A Home For Alex

By ALEX KAHN
rid of Johnson, despite the
UPI Sportswriter
league batting title he won last
Kansas City beat the New York Bobby Valentine hit a two-run
My MARTIN LADER
ANAHEIM, Calif. (UPI1-The year, before the trading deadYankees, 4-1, Detroit squeezed double in the fourth inning to
UPI Sports Writer
YORK (UPI(-Carl California Angels, already hop- line is reached today. He is up
NEW
The San Francisco Giants by the Chicago White Sox, 4-3, give the Dodgers their winning
still ing to find a new home for
Yastrzemski, although
for trade because of his lack of
who at one time looked like in 10 innings, Minnesota beat run against the Mets. Valenunder .300, continues to American
batting
third
one
the
only
was
batting hustle and inability to get along
hit
tine's
League
3-1,
Cleveland,
and
Boston
:hey'd wrap up the National
lead all American League champion Alex Johnson before with his teammates.
Seaver, and it
eague
West Division
by nipped California 4-3 in 15 off loser Tom
Club.
By IRA MILLER
players in the balloting to the trading deadline today, now
Asked if he reported the
Memorial Day, now may find innings. Milwaukee at Balti- was the last safety Los Angeles
Player, however, thinks the determine the starting All-Star
UPI Sports Writer
Willie
game
the
i
collected
more
was
have to wonder whether he was threat at the time, Johnson said
by
postponed
rain.
themselves knocked out of first
)-Jack
UPI
extra
time
practice
means
(
Pa.
team.
Rick Wise pitched a six-hitter Davis' first-inning homer ac- ARDMOFtE,
really threatened withia gun by he told a security officer and
place by Independence Day.
Nicklaus may be proof that nothing.
The Boston Red Sox outfiel- a teammate.
left.
The Giants lost for the 100. and hit a three-run homer counted for the other Dodger practice
near- "Some of the best golf is shot
makes for
der, three times a league
Johnson accused Chico Ruiz The Anaheim police detail
time in their last 13 outings during a six-run second inning run.
concan't
they've
on
courses
players
he
by
but
seven prefection,
batting champion and in 1967 Monday of pulling a gun on him stationed at the park said they
Monday night, taking a 9-4 rally as the Phils enjoyed a Jim Brewer retired all
never even seen," he said. winner of the Triple Crown,
to vince Gary Player.
in the locker room, the latest received no such report, and
pasting from the Philadelphia laugher against the Giants. batters he faced in relief
with his Nicklaus, who practices with "You can come here for three drew 156,279 of the 275,000 incident in Johnson's controver- Walsh said there was no report
Phillies, while the runnerup Los Willie Montanez, Tim McCarver provide Don Sutton
sights
if
his
and
practice
sets
weeks
and
he
when
losses. passion
ballots cast thus far, according sial career of little more than a to the club. He called both men
Angeles Dodgers nipped the and Oscar Gamble also ho- fifth triumph against six
for on a major golf championship, you're not playing well, it to the official figures an- year with the Angels.
on the carpet after Johnson's
New York Mets, 3-2, for their mered for Philadelphia. Wise, Pittsburgh, after rallying
in the top of the ninth has been preparing since last doesn't matter. I think it's the nounced by Baseball Commis- Ruiz vehemently denied the charges became known, and
runs
two
who
struck
out
nine
batters,
fourth consecutive triumph and
on Dave Cash's two-run single, Wednesday for the U.S. Open most overrated thing to spend sioner Bowie Kuhn.
accusation, saying he has never they both repeated their stands.
their 13th success in 17 games. stretched his record to 7-4.
weeks practicing for a tour- The All-Star game will be
to tie the score, had its four- which begins in two days.
owned a gun-not so much as "I have no reason to believe
As a result, San Francisco's
He says he was "just truly nament."
played in Detrit July 13.
game winning streak ended
cap pistol-and wasnT even in either man was lying," said
Dnce
majestic lead, which
Dave Giusti amazed" that none of the other Obviously, both Nicklaus and Three members of the World the locker room when he was Walsh. "But ... I would assume
reliever
when
soared at one stage to 11
him
joined
in
have
been
Player
successful
Champion Baltimore Orioles supposed to be threatening there would be a witness, and
walked Joe Morgan on four 149 Open qualifers
games, has been reduced to a
with the bases loaded last week at the Merion Gdif their different approaches to are among the leaders for the Johnson.
pitchers
no one saw it happen. I must
the
five
and
Giants are By United Press International
shaky
preparing for big tournaments. eight positions to be determined
and two out in the bottom of
"Your guess is as good as take into account the bad blood
scheduled to meet the Dodgers
in
favorites
the
are
Leading Batters
Both
among
in the voting by the fans. Boog mine as to what happened," between these men." He said
the ninth. Fred Gladding (3-1)
five times early next month
National League
the field that will tee off Powell leads at first base with said Dick Walsh, the Angels'
gained the victory for Houston.
the club would continue to
prior to the All-Star game.
G. AB R. H. Pet. Lee May drove in four runs,
Thursday.
105,788 votes, Brooks Robinson perplexed general manager.
investigate.
The Pittsburgh Pirates, who Davis, LA
61 245 39 87 .355 two with a first-inning homer
Nicklaus, the top money leads at third with 110,286 and
Johnson said Ruiz pulled the
2 game edge over New Torre, St.L
1
hold a 2/
63 242 38 85 .351 and two more with a ninthwinner ,.on the PGA tour this Frank Robinson, with 72,191
gun on him in the locker room WALTON'S NEW CONTRACT
York in the East Division, Bckrt, Chi
year, says he is "just starting votes, has the inside track for
60 240 36 84 .350 inning double, to lead the
the ninth inning of NEW YORK (UPI)-Offenduring
failed to take advantage of the Brock, St.L
62 258 51 89 .345 Cincinnati attack against St.
to learn" Merion after four the third outfield berth.
game against the sive tackle Wayne Walton of
Sunday's
Mets' loss, dropping a 5-4 Garr, Ad
63 265 45 91.343 Louis. It was the seventh
practice rounds.
There were no changes Washington Senators. Both had Abilene Christian, the No. 2
decision to the Houston Astros. Staub, Mont 56 198 34 65 .328
"I couldn't have been more among the leaders from the been pinch hitters and were draft choice for the New York
consecutive loss for the CardinElsewhere, the Cincinnati Reds Alou, Hou
50 181 14 59 .326 als and their llth in 14 games. The Murray American Legion amazed that nobody else was first week of voting, which is
Giants of the National Football
through for the day.
routed the St. Louis Cardinals, &Win. Pi
57 219 24 71. Clarence Gaston doubled baseball team picked up its third here last week. I don't being conducted among fans in
"He brought a gun to the League, has signed his 1971
7-2, the San Diego Padres Mil, AU
_n 229 26 74 .323 home two runs with two out in win in a row last night with a 14-1 understand it," Nicklaus said. major and minor league parks clubhouse," Johnson said. "He contract with the club and will
nipped the Montreal Expos,-Vt;1--Mays, SF
-X 187 37 60 .321 hhe ninth inning to provide the victory over Benton.
"This is not the type of golf and at 85,000 Gillette voting had been talking all year that report to rookie camp on July
and the Chicago Cubs tripped
American League
Padres with all their runs in
Brown Crouch paced Murray's course that you can walk in and stations.
he was going to bring a .38 to 13
the Atlanta Braves, 3-2.
G. AB R. H. Pct. the victory over Montreal. Clay 16-hit attack with 5 hits, ,Iolumy play one round on and win. You
Rod Carew of the Minnesota the park and kill me. You can
'- In the American League, Oliva, Minn 53 208 40 78 .375
Kirby, who worked the first Rayburn and David Hughes had 3 have to learn the greens and Twins leads at second base take it from me, he threatened
Murcer, NY 59 210 35 75 .357 eight innings before being hits each and Monty Cathey how the wind goes and learn with 61,930 votes, Lius Aparicio me witha gun. He's crazy."
}.0.0•=n0C-0-0.0.C.=•=n0.={
the places to play and the of Boston leads at shortstop
52 169 34 54 .320 removed for a pinch hitter, added 2 doubles.
Kaline, Det
Ruiz responded: "That's the
59 244 36 77 .316 allowed three hits and struck
Tovar, Min
places not to play.
pitwith 79,096, Bill Freehan of the most ridiculous story I've ever
winning
the
Hughes was
46 172 16 54 .314 out nine batters to even his cher for Murray, however, he "Every golf course has got a detroit leads the catchers with
Rchrdt, Chi
heard. I don't own a gun, not
Buford, Sal 45 175 46 54 .309 record at 5-5. Carl Morton (5-9) was relieved by Charlie Gibbs in bunch of little idiosyncracies 64,518 votes and Tony Oliva of even a tap pistol. I was in the
:-(:::(-x.o.x.x.=•=0c.rs.=
style
Hwrd, Wash 55 211 21 65 .308 was the hard luck loser.
and particularly an older
the Twins is second behind
the eighth inning.
the last out was
By United Press International FRbsn, Bal
When Yastrzemski in the balloting for dugout until
45 159 27 49 .308 Joe Pepitone hit a three-run
Murray picked up 3 runs in the golf course like this one.
made, not in the clubhouse."
National League
56 217 30 66 .304 homer with two ..out in the first and 2 runs in each of the you're playing one of these outfield positions with 93,566 Both Ruiz and Johnson came
BRbsn, Sal
East
52 207 35 63 .304 eighth inning to lift the Cubs third, fifth and sixth innings courses it's a different game." votes.
Otis, KC
Angels from the
to the
W. L Pet. GB
Home Runs
Player said he used to
Atlanta. Phil Regan, before putting the game on ice
over
and there is a
Reds,
Cincinatti
the
Oddly,
although
surpris38 24 .613 ... National League: Stargell,
Pittsburgh
prepare like Nicklaus does but
for the first time in with a 5-run seventh inning.
history of bad feelings between
are
ing
Kansas
City
Royals
13 24 .579 2/
2 Pitt 21; Aaron, Atl 19; Bench, starting
1
slew York
Trevino's
Lee
four years, worked eight
Hughes struck out nine and now agrees with
running second to Oakland in them. Ruiz said he and Johnson
35 27 .565 3 Cmn 16; Bonds, SF 15; Cepeda, almost
St. Louis
Reach
for the Cubs to even his allowed only one hit in his 7 13 theory that tournament compe- the West Division pennant race, had a fist fight last year
innings
2 Atl and Williams, Chi 14.
/
30 31 .492 71
Chicago
for
tition is the best practice.
at 2-2.
record
innings.
him
called
Johnson
because
able
to
were
place
only
24 31 .436 10/
2 American League: Cash, Det
1
Pontreal
scores they
Benton's lone run came on a "Look at all the great
one player among the top six at names.
2 and Oliva, Minn 14; Horton,
1
24 35 .407 12/
Philadelphia
tournaments
in
week
every
the
in
Davis
David
by
home run
INCREASES LEAD
any of the positions. He is "I've had words with him like
PETTY
West
Det 13; Jackson, Oak 12;
when some players just come
BEACH, Fla. ninth inning.
DAYTONA
cookie Rojas, running fifth in everyone else," Ruiz said. "But
W. L. Pct. GB Smith, Bos and Otis, KC 11.
the
before
day
the
course
Murray's next home game will to the
Petty, a sixthsecond base balloting with couldn't do a thing like that."
-Richard
the
(UPI)
40 24 .625 ...
INVINCIBLE DELUXE
Francisco
Player
Runs Batted In
be Wednesday night at Holland tournament starts,"
Sunday's
in
votes.
finisher
18,869
The Angels were trying to get
place
5
.548
28
34
Angeles
1
s
said
National League: Stargell,
host
when they
31 31 .500 8 Pitt 57; Aaron, AU 50; Torre, Motor State 400, increased his Stadium at 7:30
Houston
29 36 .446 111
2 St.L 45; Santo, Chi 42; Cepeda, lead in the NASCAR Winston Paducah.
/
Atlanta
Cup point standings.
26 35 .426 12/
2 Atl 41.
1
Cincinnati
now has 2,009 points to
22 40 .355 17
San Diego
American League: Killebrew, Petty
runnerA). James
Monday's Results
Mina 48; Petrocelli, Bos and 1,876 for
Hylton.
Chicago 3 Atlanta 2_ _
NY
43; Horton, Dot and
White,
a:LA.1016AI:*4111110-rw.-1'
Bando, Oak 38.
ATHLETIC GROUP MEETS
Houston 5 Pitt. t, night
Pitching
Cinc. 7 St . Louis 2, night
National League: Dierker, GRANVILLE, Ohio (UPI)athletes, coaches and
Phila. 9 S.F. 4, night
Hou 10-2; Carlton, St.L 10-3; About 500
[
n Diego 2 Montreal 1, night Jenkins, Chi 10-6; Ellis, Pitt 9- officials of the Fellowship of
By Jane Brandon
Athletes are particiToday's Probable Pitchers
3; Seaver, NY 8-3; Stoneman, Christian
pating in a week-long national Saturday night turned out to be
Atlanta (Stone 0-3) at Chicago Mont and Marichal, SF 8-4.
opened Sunday anyone's night at Keeling Stock
8
Hands 6-8)
American League: Blue, Oak conference that
San Diego (Norman 0-0) at 13-2; Cuellar, Bait 10-1; Pal- night.
Track with five races and five
The conference is one of 18 different winners. The night held
ontreal (Briton 0-1 or Stroh- mer, Halt and Siebert, Boa 9-3;
nationally for this
yer 0-1), night.
many mishaps starting with spin
McNally, Salt and Hunter, Oak scheduled
Los Angeles (Downing 6-3) at 9-4; Penry, Minn 9-5; Lolich, summer and expected to draw outs and car trouble during the
10,000 young people.
New York (Ryan 6-3), night.
Ironing of the tzfack.
Det 9-6.
San Francisco (Bryant 5-3) at
The real excitement started
4 - 5),
Philadelphia (Lersch
when Melvin Woodford, 14 Jr.,
night.
etperienced trouble during the
Cincinnati (Merritt 0-7) at St.
first heat and ended on the wrong
Louis (Cleveland 5-5), night.
side of the track.
Pittsburgh (Blass 6-31 at
Gary Richardson, 5, and Bob
Houston (Dierker 10-2), night.
Ricks, 16, got tangled on the first
those who see the pros or curve and ended against the
By PAUL CORCORAN
Wednesday's Games
collegians pricing themselves fence with 16 on it's top.
Service
News
Copley
Atlanta at Chicago
Jesse Ladd, 77, lost a back tire
out of the market.
Cincinnati at St. Louis
The latter argue that closed on the second curve during the
sports
events
of
sponsor
The
los Angeles at New York
on television is taking an in- circuit • and cable television fourth heat that landed on a
•
an Diego at Montreal, night
„.
"n
creasingly closer look at the eventually will take over the couple of cars in the parking
S.F. at Phila., night
•'
P
type of audience watching as Super Bowl, World Series and area. Larry Bradford, 44, also
night.
Pittsburgh at Houston,
. •.
1 e.3.1.
contrasted with the number of other major events because of went over the hill, which resulted
/Z07eal
the money involved.
in a minor cut on his arm
viewers.
American League
•Our revenue from sports
Herbert Granath, vice
East
Top Qualifiers-1. Paul Hogue,
Pct. GB president in charge of sales for events was up 40 per cent in the
W.
23.38, 2. Larry Walston, 2420. 3.
.643 ... the ABC-TV sports depart- last two quarters," he said.
36
Baltimore
That contrasted with a loss of Raymond Rodgers, 24.54.
ment, made a point of that fact
.567 4
34
Detroit
the success the 20 per cent for the rest of the
describing
in
First Heat-1. Jesse Ladd, 77,
2
/
41
.559
33
Boston
network has had in selling time industry, he said.
Fteidland, 2. Jimmy Mooreland,
.483 9
38
Cleveland
The big winner ABC came up
at 128,000 to $40,000 a minute for
34, Mayfield, 3. Gary Richardson,
.450 11
27
New York
major golf tour- with in 1970 was the Monday 5, Paducah, 4. Bob Ricks, 16,
2 telecasting
/
.368 151
21
Washington
night National Football League
naments.
Paducah, 5. Paul Miles, 99,
West
"I don't think there IS game of the week which sold Evansville, Ind.
W. L. Pct. GB overexposure, despite the for $65,000 per minute. "This
Second Heat-1. Bill May han,
- 39 21 .650 ... increasing nurnber of tourOalthuitd
year we asked $72,000 and it is
6,
2 nament," Granath said in an
/
32 23 .582 41
Kansas City
alreadj• 90 per cent sold out," 31, Paducah, 2. Jerry English,
Briensburg, 3. Bill Keeling, 24
2 interview. "An advertising Granath reported.
1
29 32 .475 10/
Minnesota
28 34 .452 12
Granath said the deal with Jr., Paducah, 4. Larry Walston,
California
agency for one of our sponsors
2 makes surveys of markets the National Collegiate Athletic 56, Benton, 5. Larry Bradford,44,
/
21 34 .382 151
Chicago
2 before and after pradticts are Association (NCAA) to televise Paducah.
1
21 34 .382 15/
Milwaukee
Third Heat-1.11.°y Rodgers,
Monday's Results
advertised on golf tour- their games also is paying off,
IF JERRY'S HAD TO CHOOSE
115, Paducah, 2. Paul Hogue, 88,
naments, and finds greater although at a lesser rate.
Kansas City 4 New York 1
dish from their entire menu as their
one
3. Jerry White 13,
"People are interested in the Metropolis,
Detroit 4 Chicago 3 (10 inns) sales once it appears on TV."
"claim to fame", Jerry's Pride-Fried Chicken
The products plugged on golf college game, too," he said. Paducah, 4. Rudy Collier, 12,
Minnesota 3 Cleveland 1
would be it! And if Jerry's had to describe
Milwaukee at Balt (ppd, rain) tournament telecasts are those "Not many realize it, but the Paducah, 5. John McElrath, 220,
chicken in one word, "scrumptious"
Sugar
the
for
ratings
combined
that
middle-class
Ledbetter.
affluent
the
(15
3
inns)
Boston 4 California
telecast
Bowls,
and
Cotton
24
can
Keeling,
leisure
time
Bill
Heat-1.
with
Fourth
family
be it! Everybody has their own
would
Today's Probable Pitchers
simultaneously over two dif- Jr., Paducah, 2. Larry Walston,
idea of what "scrumptious" is, and when
Washington (Janeski 1-4) at afford, Granath contends.
Sporting equipment is just one ferent networks, exceeded the 56, Benton, 3. Jerry English, 6,
Oakland (Dobson 4-0), night.
you taste Jerry's Pride-Fried Chicken,
Super Bowl." About 62.5 mil- Briensburg, 4. Bill Mayhan, 31,
example of this.
at
New York (Kline 4-5)
if you don't agree! "It is It is! /T /S!"
see
Some sponsors, and net- lion watched the college
99,
Kansas City (Wright 2-2), night. works, learned the lesson the games, against 58 million ad- Paducah, 5. Paul Miles,
sure to order enough!
Be
Evansville.
Boston (Peters 6-5) at Cali- hard way years ago, but still dicts to the pro sport.
Jerry
Race-1.
Feature
night.
fornia 4Murphy 3-8),
ABC went out on a financial Englidi, 6, Briensburg, 2. Larry
depend on the ratings to decide
PRIDE-FRIED 411Ift
Chicago ( Horlen 0-3) at who sees what and when.
limb this year to telecast the Walston, 56. Benton, 3. Bill
DINNER
night.
CHICKEN
1-2),
•
(Kilkenny
Detroit
A tobacco company, for Indianapolis 500-mile auto race
Paducah, 4. Paul
Minnesota ( Blyleven 6-81 at instance, discovered after on, Memorial Day. "It was Mayhan, 31,
includes french fries.
box
a
in
Hogue, IN, Metropolis, 5. Roy
in a stay-warm bucket includes
Cleveland Lamb 4-2), night.
tangy slaw, hot bread. 61/V16.several years of sponsoring the costly," he said of the two-hour
fourteen pcs of chicken and
Milwaukee ( Krausse 2-8) at top rated "I Love Lucy" show show which formerly was seen Rodgers, 115, Paducah.
or
chicken,
fried
v,
full
al
Choice
circuit
closed
hot rolls SNAC-PAC medium
Baltimore ( Palmer 9-3), night. that the popular program was only on
full Y2 fried chicken.
1
0
.4
11
Wednesday's Games
not pelting any more cigarettes. television. -But it is already GARLITS WINS RACE
size bucket includes
DALLAS (UPI) -Don Garlits
ABC, which has been running sold out."
Washington at Oakland, night
eight pcs of chicken
As Granath sees it, therefore, of Seffner, Fla., won the top
'third to 'CBS and NBC
Boston at California, night
and hot rolls
fuel
eliminator
made
be
championships
to
money
still
is
has
there
night
years,
television over the
New York at Kan City,
RESTAURANTS
discovered sportslo be a highly frbnn sports on television both'. in the Seventh Annual Springs
Chicago at Detroit, night
the
and
networks
the
at
Sunday
the
Dallas
and
by
Nationals
general
in
item
night
markPtable
Cleveland,
•
Minnesota at
International Motor Speedway.
Milwaukee at Baltimore. night Granath d5es not agree With sponsors.
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Teachers Of Home
Economics Meet
For Spring Program

TUESDAY—JUNE 15,

NOTICE
Our
readers
are
reindaded that the Ledger
& limes will not publish
weilillnp or bridal showers
OM warred thirty days
preview to the date of
pehleselen.

Women's Society Of
Goshen Church Has
Program Meeting

FBIRTHSA
Former residents of M
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Chrisnan, who reside at 3
Pomeroy Drive in Lo
announce the birth of a baby boy,
Edward Joseph Chrisman, Jr.,
weighing eight pounds four and
one-fourth ounces, born Tuesday,
June 8, at 12:23 p.m. at the
Methodist Evangelical Hospital
in Louisville.
They have a daughter, Kimberly Dawn,age six. The father is
a sales and service representative for CUNA Mutual Insurance Society.

The Kentucky Lake District
The Women's Society of
Home Economics Teachers'
Christian Service of the Goshen
Association held its annual
United Methodist Church met at
Spring meeting Tuesday, June 8,
the church Tuesday evening,
at Bill's Smorgasbord on highJune 8, for the regular monthly
way 62 near Paducah.
meeting.
The theme for the meeting
"Love Divine, All Loves Excentered around improving ones
celling" was the opening song
ability to teach by being aware of
with Mrs. Nancy Wheatley at the
new and up-dated teaching
piano. Mrs. Obena Hale gave the
materials in various areas of
devotion using scripture from
home economics.
portions of John 14 and Matthew
Dr. Alice Koenecke, Chairman
17 with her comments on "The
Rickie
honored
Dale
Spann
was
of the Home Economics
Face of Jesus".
Department of Murray State with a party in celebration of his
Mrs. Hale said "many artists Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
second
birthday
by
his
mother,
University spoke to the group on
had pictured Jesus' face in many Oralee Elkins of Akno Route and
Mrs.
Dale
Spann,
at
their
home
at
"Current issues in Nutrition".
different ways, usually picturin4 Mr. and Mrs. N. E. (Red)
She was assisted by Brenda 805 Minerva Drive, Murray.
Him with their races featured, so Ctuisman of Paris, Tenn. Bill
His
birthday
was
June
9,
but
graduate
Southwick,
assistant at
the party was held on Saturday, the face of Jesus could look like Lyons of Murray and Coy Elkins
M.S.U.
any body, the face of any of Paris, Tenn., are great
Mrs. Lucy Lilly, Home June 5, at two o'clock in the afChristian because it is through grandfathers.
Economics teacher of Murray ternoon.
our eyes, mouth, and deeds that
Rickie
and
his
guests
played
high school, shared with the
many people see Christ." She Mr. and Mrs. Steven Geurin,
group a variety of construction games and he then opened his
techniques which she gained gifts. The group was then taken to closed with a prayer by Peter 1805 College Farm Road,
Marshall.
Murray,are the parents of a baby
from a graduate clothing Jerry's Restaurant for the
workshop at Murray State during refreshments of cake and ice "Change Means Risks For girl, Kellye Leigh, weighing
Young Adults" was the title of the seven pounds three ounces, born
cream.
the summer of 1970.
program with Mrs. Linda White on Thursday, June 10, at 9:30
Attending
the
party
were
Brian
Mrs. Helen Stevens, Kentucky
in charge. Those assisting her a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Extension Specialist in Consumer Moreland, Betty Moreland, Kim
were Mrs. Sue Ann Hutson, Mrs. County Hospital.
Education, discussed "Consumer Sykes, Dawn Sykes, Jimmy
Delpha Roades, Mrs. Marlene The new father is a surveyor
Sykes,
Mike
Sykes,
Kathy
Sykes,
education and its importance in
Beach, and Mrs. Agnes Watson. for Ted F. Billington, consultant
the classroom". She was in- Penny Elkins, Huffy Elkins, Mike
troduced by Mrs. Barletta Elkins, Pam Elkins, Craig The president, Mrs. Watson, engineer.
Mike conducted the business session Grandparents are Gene
Wrather, county extension agent Parker, Nancy Parker,
Wilson, Andy Jobs, Ricky Jobs, during which time a report on Geurin, Mrs. Virgil Harris, and
for Calloway County.
May Fellowship Day was made Mr. and Mrs. David Gowans, a&
association honored Mrs. Ross James, Rickie Dale and his
and persons were reminded of the of Murray.
mother.
Zte Goheen, Murray, Home
1
Prayer Retreat to be held at
Eco omics teacher at Lone Oak
Lambuth
College
in
July
and
Great grandparents are Mn
high school, and Mrs. Gertrude
urged to attend.
and Mrs. Eugene Geurin and Mr.
Humphries, Home Economics
Mrs. Watson also expressed and Mrs. Guy
teacher at Trigg County high
Billington, all of
thanks and appreciation to Mrs. Murray, Mrs.
school who were retiring this
Louis A. Rush of
Wheatley
for
her
faithful help and Detroit, Mich., and Mrs.
year. They were presented gifts
Colin
friendship during their four years Gowans of
as a token of appreciation for
Birmingham, Mich.
with
the
church
while
her
Great great grandparents are
their services to the association
husband, Rev. Dossie Wheatley,
and the field of education.
Miss Mary Matarazzo en- was minister. Mrs. Watson said Mrs. Nora Morris of Murray and
Rev. D. W. Billington of Cadiz.
Those attending from Murray tertained with a luncheon
and Calloway County were Mrs. honoring Miss Debbie Steele, they wished her and her family
every
joy
and
blessing
possible
as
Bess Kerlick and Miss Lucy Ann bride-elect of Howard Moss, on
they go to their new assignment.
Forrest of Calloway High, Mrs. Saturday, May 29.
Alison Lee is the name chosen
Lucy Lilly and Mrs. Glenda Tutt The hostess was assisted by her It was also decided that the by Mr. and Mrs. Danny Leslie of
members
take
food
to
the
parof Murray High, Dr. Alice mother, Mrs. S. M. Matarazzo,
Murray Route Eight for their
Koenecke, Miss Brenda South- or the for the luncheon held at sonage on "moving day", baby girl, weighing eight pounds
Thursday,
June
10,
for
the
new
wick, and Miss Pauline their home at 1602 Keenland
pastor,Rev. A. G. Kesterson, and Eve ounces, born on Wednesday,
Aim Meek Carter and the Termer Tricia Nixon in the yellow delighted with the pictures and with the whole publicity Waggener of the
Home- Drive, Murray.
surrounding
our
family, especially since Mrs. June 9, at 9:30 p.m. at the
publication that she wanted to meet the editor Economics Department,
oval ream of the White House. In a letter to his mother, Mrs. W.
Murray The table was covered with a
has just recently Murray-Calloway County
L Carter, Jolla said "I west ever to the White House at Tricia's responsible. She turned out to be a very reserved young lady, State University, and Mrs. white cloth and centered with an Kesterson
Hospital.
her".
but
I
liked
undergone
Carter
Is
surgery.
editor
and
publisher
of
the
Ladies Barletta Wrather, County Exinsitaden.to give her a set of the pictures that we used in the
arrangement of yellow and white Following the closing
prayer, The new father is employed by
June issue of the Journal (Ladles Home Journal). She was so Home Journal and is a former staff member of the Ledger and tension agent from Calloway daisies in a silver bowl.
Times.
the ladies adjourned to the the Kroger Company.
County.
For the occasion the honoree Fellowship Hall where
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Nell
wore a black dress with yellow Rhea and Mrs.
aides are available. Renewals on
Ynema Wright Roy Leslie of Murray and Mrq
accessories and was presented served
certificates will be issued to those
refreshments
of and Mrs. Thomas Hugh Palmer
with a corsage of daisies.
who volunteer. Call the Red Cross
homemade ice cream and of Kirksey. A great grandmother
Covers were laid for eight cookies to the ekvIesieel. tar
's."Is Mrs. Lila Drinkard of Murray
chapter office. Phone 7534421 if
ennouncernent is made of the guests.
"-1
/
2,0411arate One.
'
bers present.
s'e"
-you are qualified to assist.
Tuesday, June 15
Senior Citizens Club will meet at
wedding of Miss Christy Suzanne
Faith Doran Circle of the WSCS the social hall of the First United
Counce and Dallas Adams. The
of the First United Methodist Methodist Church to go to Paris
ceremony was solemnized in
Church will meet at the home of Landing State Park for a picnic
Plans have been completed by Mayfield on May 30, at six o'clock
Mrs. F. E. Crawford, 1402 Main with the Paris-Henry County club
Miss Jan Orr for her wedding to In the evening.
Street, with Mrs. Bunn Swarm as at 10:30 n.m.
Michael Barnett which will be Attending the couple were Mr.
program leader
solemnized on Friday, June 18, at and Mrs. Donald Watson, of
The Baptist Women of the Elm
eight o'clock in the evening at the Farmington.
Grove Baptist Church will meet
Circle I of the WSCS of the at the church at 7:30
First United Methodist Church Mrs. Adams is the daughter of
p.m.
The
Murray
-Calloway
County
First United Methodist Church
with Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Gilbert, of
Jaycettes
held
their
monthly
will meet at the social hall at two
Water Valley, Kentucky, and is
The Hannah Circle of the WsCS meeting on Thursday evening, officiating.
pm. with Mrs. Joe Baker and
The
bride-elect
is
the
daughter
by Sikeston Ceramics
employed
of the First United Methodist June 10, at the Triangle Inn. The
Mrs. Charlie Hale as hostesses.
Church will meet at the home of president, Mrs. Jeanie Williams, pf Mrs. Tommy Chrisp, of Mayfield.
Mrs. William Page, 1614 presided. The minutes from the Gatesborough Estates, Murray, Mr. Adams is the son of Mr.
The Good Shepherd United
last meeting were read by the and Johnny Orr or Hazel. Parents and Mrs. Garnet Adams, of
Methodist Church WSCS will Magnolia Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
employed by
treasurer, Mrs. Gerry Elerick, of the groom-elect are Mr. and Coldwater. He is
meet at the denrch at two p.m.
Covington Broth&s and Comfollowed by the treasurer's Mrs. Glen Barnett of Hazel.
Thursday, June 17
A program of nuptial music pany, of Mayfield.
The Coldwater Homemakers The Dexter Homemakers Club rePart
home
will be presented by Mrs. They are making
borne
meet
of 'I] meet at the Community
at the
Club will
secretary, Mrs. Barbara Richard Farrell, organist, and Farmington.
The
Mrs. Noble Fuqua at one p.m.
enter at 9:30 a.m.
Fleming, expressed her ap- Mrs. Nolan Harvey, vocalist.
preciation to the club members Miss Judy Persall will be the
Friday, June 18
The Russell Chapel United
for
the flowers she and her maid of honor. The bridesmaid
The
WSCS
of
the
Martin's
Methodist Church WSCS will
newborn
son received while in the will be Miss Martha Ladd, and
Chapel
United
Methodist Church
meet at the church.
the junior bridesmaid will be Mr. and Mrs. John Wiley
hospital.
will have a homemade ice cream
Miss Gaye Orr, sister of the
of Kirksey Route One
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order social at the City Park at 6:30 During the meeting, the bride-elect. Miss Janee Sims, Trenholm
birth of a baby boy,
the
announce
m.
The
public
is
invited.
of the Rainbow for Girls will
president presented each club cousin of the bride-elect, will be John Wiley II, weighing ten
meet at the Masonic Hall at seven
member a pin bearing the name the flower girl.
Pounds six ounces, born on
The Faculty Couples Bridge
p.m.
of the Jaycettes organization. She Ricky Hill will serve as best 'Thursday, June 10, at 10:42 a.m.
will be held in Rooms 3 and 4 of
urged every member to wear the man for Mr. Barnett. Groomat the Murray-Calloway County
The Westside Homemakers e Student Union Building, pin to each Jaycette meeting. smen will be Kenneth
Barnett Hospital.
Club will meet at the City Path at Murray State University, at 7:30
p.m. For reservations call 753- Mrs. Charlotte Allbritten was and Ronnie Barnett, brother and The new father is employed by
10:30 am.
cousin respectively of the groom- Western Kentucky Stages.
7360 or 753-8838.
appointed by the president to elect.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
serve as Sergeant at Arms. Her Ushers will be
The Murray Lions Club will
%nifty, June 21
Dwain Wiley Trenholm of Murray and
hold its ladies night meeting at The Calloway County Red duty will be to collect any fines Richerson and Dudley
Burton. Mr. and Mrs. Refus Smith of
the South Pleasant Grove United Cross Chapter is urgently in need the members owe and to help Robert Billington will be
the ring Kirksey Route One.
Methodist Church at 6:30 p.m. of Water Safety Instructors, maintain order during the bearer.
Water Safety Aides, and Life meetings.
Mrs. Darold Keller will direct
The general program rnee
Guards to assist in the Learn-Tothe wedding. Only out of town
of the First Baptist Church WM
Mrs. Jeanie .Williams gave a _invitations are being sent
and all
Swin Program which will be held report on
will be held at the churcb at
the club's recent -elatives and friends are
invited
at
the
July
2
through
June
21
a.m. with Group III in cfiarge
project of transporting two boys o the wedding.
Don't let the fact that this car might
Murray State University Pool. to the
sticky; 4-speed synchromesh Ironsthe program.
mental health clinic. The
look like Indy 500 material throw you
Classes will be held from 3:00 to project
mission is standard.
was completed sucoff the track.
And in keeping with Volkswogen
4:00 p.m. and from 6:30 to 9:30 cessfulTY
Wednesday, June 16
and the club would like
Those racing, strgoes are a eon.
standards, it gets around 26 miles to
The Murray-Callaway County p.m., if enough instructors and to thank Gene Landolt for unThat sports car bock isa front.
o gollpn of gas, uses very little Oil,
derwriting insurance on the
The Volkswagen Type 3 can no
and even less water or antifreeze—
automobile which was provided
more fly down o rocetrod—Kcin it con
none.
by Lassiter-McKinney Datsun.
fly through the clouds.
But contrary to Volkswagen tradiFollowing the adjournment of
Gives onageinee none from minor
WhiSt, then, con it do, and who,
tion, it isn't bad looking. In fact,
Pollenex
aches and pains often
the meeting, the members went
then is it for;
equipped with oil the options as you
associated with
• Swami, • Tensaw,
to the fairgrounds for a joint work
If you're more concerned with
Illetwelit• • Ilectuiree
see it in the picture, you con make it
Woe&
• elmerouseste
session
with
the
Jaycees.
slowing down than speeding up, it
Miss Laurie Tucker, bridelook like the menacing, overpowerII 145
elect of Joel Tobey, was honored
has standard front disc Wakes.
ing creature of the road that it isn't.
All 4 wheels are independently
The following members were with a miscellaneous shower held
$0 if yOu're looking for o racy little
suspended so it holds the rood better
Iraqi aertetrebeg
sports car, look somewhere else.
esent for the meeting: Mrs. on Monday,June 7,at the home of
IIIMA.11110 Met et
when
cornering.
If you're in the market for just an
sorban ems... et
eanie Williams, Mrs Pat Mc- Mrs. Newell Doores with Mrs.
11001 Is PM' Omar
It has the most advanced system of
economy sedan, this isn't it.
tire, Mrs. Gerry Elerick, Mrs. Anna Lou Williams being the
et once'
had.
distributing gasoline in the engine:
Bet if you're the type who wants cs
rbara Fleming, Mrs. Joyce gracious hostess.
electronic fuel injection.
Portable easy
racy, economical, little, sporty sedan,
I. Net way
Yurcus,
k,
Mrs.
Mrs.
June
The honoree chose to wear for
use in home oi
Shifting on the VW Type 3 is less
eureka'
Linda Waugh, Mrs. Kaye Doran, the event a lovely orange and
hce Like a health
2.*WAN
club treatment YOU can
Mrs Judy Rickman, Mrs. white knit dress fashioned with
"
S"Pee
s.
have any time s.timci up or
BOLD GEOMETRIC/I —
Charlotte Allbritten, and Mrs. long sleeves and white shoes.
lying down Atri.ne seat stylmg
Gores lestre-aest
Cotton jacquard, printed in
Pat Wolfe.
11•81 ea *seem**,
Soft long-wearmg vinyl cleanS
The gifts of the honoree were clear cognac and black on
Kong Site 420
with C damp C. nth
displayed on a special table. She white, is molded into a body'
square lathes
There will be no meeting was assisted in opening the gifts skimming costume. UnderSOO Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
during the month of July due to by her sister, Miss Sabrina neath the jacket is a sleeveOpen Mon. thru Sat. 730 A.M. 'tit 5 P.M.
the Murray Calloway County Tucker, who also presided at the less dress belted in suede.
•
by
Beverly
Designed
Moyer
Fair
register.
or Reflections.

Rickie Dale Spann
Honored ,At Party
On 2nd Birthday

Debbie Steele Is
Honored Recently
At Matarazzo Home

Jaycees Meet At
Triangle Inn For
Monthly Meeting

New
Deep Heat'
Back Massager

Shower Is Given
For Laurie Tucker
By Mrs. Williams
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Plans Completed By Counce And Adams
Vows, Solemnized
Miss Jan Orr For
Her Friday Wedding

Are you the Volkswagen Type 3type?
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New project to complete
Pan American Highway
By JAMES CARY
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The new
agreement to complete the Pan
American Highway system by
constructing the last 250-mi1e
link across the Darien Gap in
Panama and Colombia brings
to life a dream that began 87
years ago.
It will also raise the banners
of engineering science to new
heights, for the new roadway
will traverse what was once
considered the impassable and
bottomless Atrato Swamp.
Once that is conquered it will
be possible to drive from
Fairbanks, Alaska, in the north
to Tierra del Fuego at the
southern tip of South America
— 14,000 miles over all-weather
roads spanning two continents.
In President Nixon's words
the Pan American Highway
will then become "a pulsing
artery of trade, travel and
understanding," and will accelerate the pace of economic
growth and social progress in
the hemisphere.
, His words are from a
S-tatement marking the May 6
Signing by the United States,
Panama and Colombia of
agreements to complete the
$150 million Darien Gap
Pro/ed.
Construction will begin in
1972.
It was in 1884 that the concept
of a transportation artery
linking the Americas was first
broached in the U. S. Congress.
At that time a railroad was
envisioned.
The idea was considered at
the first conference of
American states, held in
Washington in December, 1889.
It was taken up again at
subsequent conferences but not
until the fifth. in Santiago,
Chile, in 1923, was there
recommendation that an
automobile road conference be
held to consider construction of

highways, rather than a
railroad, within and between
the American nations.
This was the genesis of the
Pan
American Highway
concept, an idea that didn't
take on real life until 1930.
Congress that year appropriated $50,000 for a
reconnaissance survey of a
road to link the American
continents. The survey was
completed from the U. S.
border to Panama City in 1933.
Since then the United States
has authorized expenditure of
$170 million to complete the
highway and the Central
American republics have spent
almost $1013 million in matching
funds.
Mexico built its entire 1,587mile segment of the highway
without financial assistance
from the United States. And
about two-thirds of the segment
in El Salvador also was constructed without U. S. funds.
Over the years the highway
was completed from Laredo,
Tex., to Panama City — a
portion traversing six nations
and known as the InterAmerican Highway. A road
extended 21 miles further east
from there to Chepo. But
beyond this lay the formidable
Darien Gap — an area of
jungles and swamps lying
partly in Panama and partly in
Colombia.
It extended to Guapa
Colombia.
While a permanent executive
committee on the Pan
American Highway Congress
studied construction problems
in this area, the remaining
segments of the highway were
completed in South America.
In 1960, the highway congress
recommended closing the
Darien Gap by building the
highway over what is known as
the (loco Route, even though
this would be 210 miles longer
and much more expensive than
attempting the shorter route
through the Atrato Swamp.
It was feared the swamp

could nr mimed only if a 20niteatitting canal were constructed.
Second thoughts, however,
led to new studies. In 1964, the
U. S. federal highway administration undertook a more
detailed
geophysical
examination of the swamp,
using infrared, photogramand
photometric,
interpretations of the soil
formations.
The new studies indicated the
construction problems were not
insurmountable, that a 20-mile
canal would not be required
and that several years' construction time and $115 million
could be saved by pushing the
highway through the swamp.
The new agreements to do
this will make it possible for
motorists to travel over the
same ground from which
Balboa first sighted the
Pacific.
It is an area steeped in
mystery,
inhabited
by
primitive Indians of the
Darien, Choco Guns and San
Bias tribes,an area until recent
years considered impassable.
President Nixon hailed the
decision to complete the highway as fulfillment of a dream
and added:
It will require us to make
greater efforts to forge the
agreements and mechanisms
needed to improve maintenance and use of the roads
and to develop further this
magnificent transportation
system."

BUS DROPS ISO FEET—Bodies of passengers are strewn on the ground after that
bus crashed through a steel rail of a bridge over the entrance to the Panama
Canal
and plunged 150 feet, killing 33 of its 40 passengers.
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Matador! The roomiest mid-size cart
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Javelin! Sportiest styling in its
class outside. curved "cockpit '
instrument oanel inside.
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CAIN & TREAS MOTOR SALES
753-6448

BOMBING ATTACK
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
UPI(—Extremist bombers attacked a temporary British
army barracks in Belfast
Monday night but hurled their
explosives into an empty room,
an army spokesman said.

Too Late'
Tops List
NEW YORK, June 12.—
(UPI) — The top singles in
the pop record field this
week, based on Billboard's
survey of sales and broadcast play, are:
1. "It's Too Late—I Feel
the Earth Move," Carole
King.
2. "Rainy Days and Mondays," Carpenters.
3. "Want Ads," Honey
Cone.
4. "Brown Sugar," Rolling
Stones.
5. "It Don't Come Easy,"
Ringo Starr.
6. "Treat Her Like a
Lady," Cornelius Brothers
and Sister Rose.
7. "Indian Reservation,"
Raiders.
8. "Joy to the World,"
Three Dog Night.
9. "I'll Meet You Halfway," Partridge Family.
10. "Sweet and Innocent,"
Donny Osmond.
11. "Bridge over Troubled
Water—Brand New Me,"
Aretha Franklin.
12. "When You're Hot
You're Hot," Jerry Reed.

so far this year indicates that
recovery from the 1970 recession will be slower than most
economists expected unless
government brings something
new into the picture.
The question is whether a
speedup is needed, or, for that
matter, whether It might not be
detrimental to the country's
longer-term health.
Is -full employment" — popularly understood to mean an
unemployment rate of t per
cent, since passage of the Employment Act of 1946 — possible
without refueling inflation?
It LS doubtful.
An economist for the Brookings Institution, George L. Perry, declares that a 4 per cent
unemployment rate would resuit in an inflation rate of 4.5
per cent today compared with
just 2.8 per cent in the midfifties.
Assuming this is correct, the
implications of pressure from
lie Democratic majority on the
:ongressional Joint Economic
:.4'3inrnittee calling for an unemployment rate of 3 per cent
ire obvious, in relation to the
roblem of inflation.
Unemployment is in the news
igain and the pressure on the
administration has mounted
once April figures this month
revealed that the unemployment rate had climbed to 6.1
per cent from March's 6 per
cent.
Even with this rather strong
jobless rate, inflation remains
almost as much a problem as it
was late in 1970 and earlier this
year. Latest available figures
reveal prices of gross national
product components climbing
at an annual rate of 5.2 per
cent.
The President's Council of
Economic Advisers has targeted — bit not forecast — a
$1,085 billion GNP for this year
Outside economists generally
agree we won't hit the target_
unless additional fiscal and-or
monetary actions are taken to
invigorate the economy.
The Commerce Department
announced that the first
quarter increase in GNP had
been revised upward to a $1,021
billion seasonally adjusted annual rate from the earlier reported $1,018 billion.
What might be done?
Among proposals is: acm lerafing into this year the increases in personal income tax
exemption to $750, scheduled to
occur in stages next year and in
1973,'thereby increasing personal disposable income by
possibly $4.5 billion.
Another proposal would expand government spending on
various projects.
Also suggested is reinetate!tient of the investment tax
credit for business.

Three men tossed a duffel
bag with explosives through a
window
of an
abandoned
factory in the Roman Catholic
Falls Road area now serving as
a barracks for 30 Royal
Greenjacket soldiers. The blast
wrecked the room.

Hanna-Barbera project
111/1 I WOOD (UPI)
'I'he artiion specialists,11.innaBarbera, will open King', I,
land, a $25 million, I ,600acre aniti,enient park near
Cincinnati, I duo, in the spring
of 1972.
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Economic recovery
speedup sought
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Carole King
No. 1 With "It's Too Late"

MONEY MATTERS

The Nixon administration is
under increasing pressure to
speed the rate of economic recovery.
The economy's performance
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JACKKNIFE SENSOR
Cornell University engineers
are trying to determine if a
machine can be built that can
sense the critical moment
before
a
tractor-trailer
jaddinifes. If such a sensing
device can be built, truck
driving could be made seer.
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Lets you go antiquing without leaving home
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FEDDERS—WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING AIR CONDITIONERS

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

Murray, Ky.
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'Pish Ponds Are Boost
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To Wallet For Farmers
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Ward-Elkins is keeping their promise to make it possible for any family in
Murray and Calloway County to have their home air-conditioned!
Ward-Elkins not only has early sale prices on air-conditioners ... they
have sale prices when people need to buy! Come to Ward-Elkins, where
they
service and still save you money!

High schools
get a bill
--of rights

r

000, cool
Cool coo,
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CHICAGO (UPI) - Women

s seeking the new and the now
tat the tattoo parlor may be
Nnterested to know lhe idea of
.>
-./feinales thus adorning themt'selves isn't all that new.
s In the 19th century women
40 society were having
tattooed. One of
was the late Sir Winston

'a mother, Lady
Churchill. She had a
ake tattooed around her arm.
In -tht modern sense, it all
wstarted 200 years ago when
{James Cook, the English cir‘cumnavigator,came home from
;the South Seas and told about
,spie people there who "paint
Itheir bodys."
k Cook,according to Encycketo
exlia Britannica, introduced
e word tattoo into the
ish language. The word
ead fast.
For Europeans tattooing

r

r

sis a rediscovery. The art, or

raft,actually dates from about
)00 B.C., and was practiced
mong the ancient Germans,
itons and Romans. But with
he advent of Christianity tattooing was forbidden.
Z By the 1880s. however, tat-

tooing was popular among
European nobility, perhaps after the Dukes of Clarence and
York were tattooed while midshipmen. The tattooed royalty
was mid to have included King
Edward VII. Kaiser Wilhelm II.
and Czar Nicolas II. And that's
when European society ladies
started taking it up.
America has a tattoo heritage bf its own. In many Indian
trilft: tattooing of the body or
the face, or both, was customary. Also an American made a
technological contribution- the
first electric tattooing implement, patented in 1891.
In addition, U.S. tattoo artists developed the use of pattern sheets, which spread the
familiar anchors, flowers, daggers, ships, flags and hearts on
mountains of muscles throughout the world.
By the start of World War I,
tattooing in the society set was
out of style but it continued
indu
among less fashionable folk,
ing females. A magazine
survey in 1937 indicated one
of every 15 U.S. women had
been tattooed.
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Frigidaire "Take-Home"
air conditioner is
compact, lightweight
• 5,000 BTU/hr.• 115 volts.
• Automatic thermostat.
• Hushed quietness.
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I'm not worried
about my
air-conditioner!
Ward-Elkins has
two service men
that work only on
air-conditioners!

is is the
U.S. Navy's new work uniform—pockets and no more
bell bottom trousers. And
zippers instead of buttons.

"Workhorse"
Cooling Power!
Frigidaire air conditioner
has 24,000 BTU/hr.*cooling
Big Cooling and Moisture Removal, too ... up to 19
gallons tn 24 hours.
Jet-Fast Cooling! Turn to high-speed maximum cooling and watch temperature drop.
Air Exhaust Vent Freshens room air by exhausting
stale, smoky air to the outdoors.
4-Way Air Circulation. Finger-tip control for draft-free
comfort.
Quiet! Entire mechanism "floats" on sturdy spring
suspension.
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adjoining rooms. Many one-floor plan
homes, too. 19,000/18,700 BTU/hr.•
• Wide-angle air flow with finger-tip control for draft-free comfort.
• Jet-fast cooling with high-speed fans
for quick relief on hot, muggy days.
• Jet-Aire Vent freshens room air by exhausting stale air. in minutes.
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CHICAGO (UPI) - It's
STANTON, Ky.-Just about bass and bluegill
everybody loves to fish, and most always been in the pond, he enough to shake your
in imported nomical faith, but straw=
are glad to pay for the privilege. periodically dumps
has aren't berries and they don't
This inclination, according to catfish. At times, he says, he
at one have anything to do with straw.
day
customers
a
to
75
up
A.
A.
agent
Extension
UK county
"The strawberry fruit in the
Williams who is encouraging dollar per head.
operators in botanical sense is not a berry,"
farm pond construction here in Some pay -hike
Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Powell County, could result in Powell and surrounding counties says
strawberry is a lowgrow"The
fish
pound
of
the
by
charge
many
for
income
added farm
plant."
herbaceous
Mg
day.
the
by
charge
others
caught:
farmers throughout the state
never have disEtmologists
pondside
provide
and particularly in Eastern Some operators
2overed precisely how "straw"
Kentucky. Also, he adds, a farm cooking facilities. Some sell bait. got involved, but it is probpond can be of tremendous value But, whatever the facilities, none ably that the name goes back
of these pay lakes have so far to the Anglo-Saxon meaning
otherwise.
A well-managed farm pond can wanted for fishermen or-as was of straw, which refers to the
contribute to flood and erosion noted at the Meadows lake- fruit being "strewn" or spread
control, wildlife resotration, fisherwomen.
about by runners or stolons.
According to Williams, a farm
recreation,and to the farm water
However mixed up the name
supply. Backing up this pond contributes to the best use of may be, strawberries are wholestatement, an Eastern Kentucky the land. It can be built in eroded some as well as delectabk. A
farmer told recently of making gullies, in swamp areas, or on handful supplies the adult daily
more money last year from a 2- sites otherwise unsuitable to requirement of vitamin C.
acre fish pond than from a 1-acre tilled crops, pastures, or There's something else about
tobacco base. He sold fishing woodlands. Because a farm pond strawberries that dieters might
privileges to tourists and others makes productive use of such find appealing-a cupful yields
sites, it, is, indeed, an important 90 calories.
"cbming into his county.
:•:: Encouraged by the Federal land-management measure and a
:government which, in many sound soil and water con:Cases, provided financial and servation practice.
:technical assistance and the UK Ecologically speaking,
*operative Extension Service Williams warns that a farm pond
;chat furnished management isn't a permanent thing. Like a
and advice, hun- cropfield or a pasturefield, it
imation
s
of farm ponds have been must be maintained-sometimes
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.(UPI)
1:onstructed in the state during with considerable, conscious
- An answer to some of the
up,
may
silt
Otherwise
it
effort.
Notyears.
*e past few
increasing student unrest at the
tith
o standing, according to become clogged with water high school level has been deMama, there is a need and plants, and eventually become vised by the Philadelphia Board
m for fifty times that many useless. He adds, however, that of Education.
tf'
Amore. Never in history has there with the modern techniques
Adopted recently by the
)peen a greater need for water available and with proper care City's Board of Education is
)ltonservation than now, and a and management, useful life of a a plan for student ombudsmen,
'pm pond represents one method pond can be prolonged in- to be selected by students or
#contributing to this critical and definitely. For pond main- their representative Student
tenance,he recommends study of Governments and to serve as
dl-important cause.
In agreement with county Farmers' Bulletin No. 2035, problem solvers in disputes be*gent Williams on the money- available from the U. S. tween students and others in
the school community.
baking possibilities of a farm Department of Agriculture.
The innovative program inponds, concludes
pond is Roscoe Meadows. On his Farm
River bottom farm at Clay Williams. can be utilized for cludes Student Bill of Rights
pty, Meadows maintains a large many purposes but for whatever and Responsibilities.
prtifical lake which was once reason, it contributes to an inpart of a logging canal of a great telligent design for good land use.
lumber company. In addition to

.
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Internatonal Postage
Rates Are Revised
ewe
Retired mama wants
place of her own
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: The mother of a friend of mine is a lovely
lady of 86. She is sweet, gentle, alert and is not ailing
physically. She takes turns living with her children who love
her dearly, but she is very unhappy.
She feels that she is "in the way," but whenever she
mentions going to a retirement home, her children insist
that elderly parents belong with their families, not in
"institutions with strangers."
The little lady appreciates everything her children do for
her but she says she would like a place of her own, however
tiny. She wants to feel "independent." Her children are
well-to-do and could afford to keep her in a very nice
retirement home, but they refuse to consider it. Will you
please comment, Abby? The elderly lady says her children
read your column.
AN ADMIRER

Illy in

Ety

they

DEAR ADMIRER: Aging parents who are in good health
and sound mind "belong" where they want to be, if they have
a choice. The children may be well-intentioned, but they are
selfish. [They also may prefer to keep Mamma at home
because they fear their friends will say, "they put the poor
Sid soul in a home to get rid of her.") I hope the children
reconsider.
DEAR ABBY: This is in reply to "FAT FANNY," who
complained about chairs in restaurants being too small. I am
also fat and have been for several years. Instead of
complaining about the chairs being too small for big me, I
am now trying to make myself fit onto chairs. After being a
glutton, it suddenly struck me that there was more to Ike
than food. Without the help at one diet pill, I lost 111) pounds in
10 weeks.
Fat people always have an excuse for overeating.
They're lonely, unloved, depressed, etc. Well, I'm divorced
and have two children whose father refuses to support them.
I live on welfare, have no job and my future looks bleak, but
I am determined to make it a bright, skinny future.
"Fat Fanny" should shape up and slim down, and quit
complaining about restaurant chairs that are made for the
average person, not elephants. If I can do it, *se can do it.
7;
73 POUNDS TO GO
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DEAR "73": Good for you! I want to hear from you 73
pounds from now. I have a hunch you'll make it.
DEAR ABBY: I am a shoplifter. I started out as a
teenager. I always took small things and got away with it. I
kept telling myself it would be the last time, but I just
l• • ea ..gt
couldn't stop. I prayed to I •
tend I thought I
had boom" kftle't_tairip
then
tsmilglitit trep111111intri
A,'t
, and
just as I was ismilking out of the store they came after me.
They caught me with less than a dollar's worth, but I ended
in paying a $40 fine plus the hurt to my family, myself and
mostly to God.
I have promised God and myseN that I will never again
steal as much as one bobby pin, and I think now I can keep
that promise.
This letter is for everyone who thinks it is not so bad to
shoplift an item or two. Never Start! It can get to be a habit,
or a game, and it's hard to stop. Please correct my mistakes
In spelling, Abby, but print this. It may help someone. Thar*
you. Sign me. .
SHOPLIFTER
DEAR FORMER SHOPLIFTER: You have paid the
price, so drop the label. There is a lot of good in one who
wants to help others the, his own sad experiences. Thank you
for writing. God bless.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "TOO MUCH PRIDE" IN EL
PASO: You are being foolish. If he doesn't ask you-you ask
him!
Wbat's your problem, You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box $7M, Los Angeles,
NM. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
ell velope
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
send si to Abby. Box MM. Los Angeles. Cal. WM.

RAY'S LOUNGE
South Fulton, Tennessee

Friday Nite, June 18
"Interstate 55"
College & Young At Heart Groups
East State Line

So. Fulton, Tenn.
41111111116

The U.S. Postal Service announced today international postage rate revisions which will
net $20.6 million annually. The
new rates, effective July 1, will
help offset increased service
costs since these rates were last
revised in May 1967.
As part of the overall adjustment, airmail letter rates to
many countries will be reduced.
International rates are set administratively by the Postal
Service and are not subject to
approval by the Postal Rate
Commission. The new international rates do not affect first
class and airmail letters to Canada and Mexico, which are the
same as the U.S. domestic rates.
Major provisions of the new international rates are:
1. Airmail letters to Central
and South America, the Caribbean, Bahamas, Bermuda and
St. Pierre and Miquelon go from
15 cents to 1.7 cents a half ounce.
2. Airmail letters to other
countries will be 21 cents a half
ounce. This flat 21 cents rate is
a 1 cent increase over the present rate for airmail letters to
Europe and North Africa, but 4
cents decrease for other countries, including most of Africa,
Asia, Australia and the Pacific
area, for which a 25 cents half
ounce airmail letter rate has applied.
3. Rates on surface letters to
all countries it(except Canada
and Mexico) go from 13 cents to
15 cents for the first ounce.
4. Rates on air parcel post to
all countries except Canada and
Mexico go up a flat 10 per cent
over present rate schedules.
5. Rates on surface parcel post
to Canada, Mexico, Central
America and the Caribbean go
from the present $1 to $1.20 for
the first two pounds, and from

The bull market has moved
into a new phase, the old one
30 cents to 35 cents for each adhaving ended in May, the Dines
ditional pound or fraction of a
Letter observes. A shift in
NEW
The
YORK (UP
pound.
leadership is taking place in a
post
market
needs
tln
parcel
more
to
test
surface
6. Rates on
trendless
rather dull and
to other countries go from $1.10 its recent lows and build a base market and the next phase
pounds
for resumption of the advance,
to $1.30 for the first two
should focus on the more
and from 35 cents to 40 cents for Standard & Poor's believes. The
speculative and low-priced type
each additional pound or fraction firm sees the stalemate as a
of issue, it adds.
pound.
of a
'
,good opportunity to round out
7. Numerous changes in other portfolios, pruning deadwood
Steps toward fiscal stimulavary
'rates will be made. These
and'accumulating undervalued
tion and evidence of future
mom and Omni ne carmen issues.
profit recovery may be rewith local post offices. Typicalquired to move the market off
ly, they include a new rate of
Indications that future Ameri- its present plateau, Spear &
8 cents for the first two ounces
of printed matter, compared can monetary policy will be Staff says. Much of the
with the present 6 cents and an shaped to American rather than market's current restraint
increase from 13 cents to 15 foreign interests, and evidence stems from speculations to
cents each in the cost of inter- that the U.S. money supply is what the Federal Reserve
national aerogrammes and air- being restored suggests that the Board will do next. "A turn off
mail post cards used for coun- market is more apt to advance
tries other than Canada and than decline for the balance of
Mexico.
this year, Wright Investors'
The international rate changes
Service says. The firm suggests
do not affect mailings to servicemen overseas. Domestic U.S. investing fully in prime quality
equities with solid prospects for
rates apply to such mailings.

Notice is hereby given by the
Planning Commission for the
City of Murray, Kentucky, will
hold a public hearing at 7:30 p.m.
June 29, 1971, at Murray City
Hall.
The purpose of this meeting is
to conduct a public hearing on the
proposed revised Subdivision
Regulations for the City of
Murray, Kentucky.
This public hearing is being
conducted in accordance with the
Kentucky Revised Statuts
Chapter 100.113 through Chapter
100.207.
All interested parties may
examine a copy of the proposed
revised Subdivision Regulations
for the City of Murray, Kentucky,
at the City Clerk Office in the City
Hall prior to this public hearing.
All interested parties are
cordially invited to attend this
public hearing.

`Uglies' are needed
for television spots
Producers of America's
television commercials are at
last realizing that the majority
of men do not look like Rock
Hudson and that most women
doing the weekly wash do not
look like Doris Day.
They are now hiring "uglies"
rather than "pretties" to sell
consumer goods to increasingly
cynical viewers. Some male
models are actually having
plastic surgery to make their
features less handsome and
more "homely."
*0*
)ual-purRome furniture no
longer is just for the den or
family room. Sleep sofas can
be used in any living room.
Coffee tables rise handsomely
to dinner occasions, and sturdy
end tables convert to extra
seats.

Chatter

BOY WANTED

99; Reg. Box 99
1.25 Value

re.0

Chicken, Potatoes with
Cole Slaw, Rolls

fried ekicktn.
- Kentucky
Phone 753-7101
Sycamore

)

LIZ
From Bilbrey's for

I

FATHER'S DAY

APPLY AT
* FISHING

THE LEDGER & TIME

RODS sale

Reg.

2.95
4.95
'9.95

•SHORTS SUCKS, SKIRTS,

4'1' casting
5' casting
81,2 fly

REELS sale

Reg

1.77
2.77
'7.77

'11.95 ZEBCO 33, 57,77
spin
'7.00 Push Button 5477
Pfleuger , spin s 77
150 Tru Temper •••••
Cas

Sleeveless and Short Sleeve TOpS
in Terry Cloth and Knit
I

1/3 oF

LINGERIE

in Nylon and Cotton
REDUCED

ONE GROUP -

I

SLACK SETS

Save 75.18
Golf Pride

POCKET
KNIVES

GOLF CLUBS Reg. '3277
2 woods,

Your Choice

Save $2.00
Assorted

1/5 off

PUTTERS

'277

Reg. to $5.90

Your Choice

4 WOOS

$57.95

ALL

with long sleeve, short sleeve or
sleeveless, Tops in pastel colors
11•2
L

Black and
Decker
Price

NEW SHIPMENT OF SUMMER

DRESSES

GOLFERS!

QUEEN
CUTLERY

- ONE RACK -

in Solid and Prints

POWER TOOLS

Save 1.22

Drills, saws
Sanders

G E Elec.

Sale

Save '10.18\

WEATHER
STATION

TOOTH BRUSH
was $19.98

Priced

Sale slOn

Humidity
Temperature was
Barometer $10.95

Sale '9"

-ONE GROUP-.

COSTUME JEWELRY /
1 2 PRICE

‘I

TWO FOR ONE

SWIM

SUITS

TIRES
TWO for
Size

List Price
One Tire

/
1 4 OFF

BEACH JACKETS & CAPS

REDUCED
ALL

MERCURY SHOES 1
/
3Nu

Gravy,

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

.12th &

It is alleged that by attaching
the device to telephones, they
were able to disconnect the
operators and make their own
calls to anywhere in the
country without the calls being
recorded for charge purposes.

9.

D70-14 wide oval
phis 5
Dodge;
ply;
Red or
Whitechev;
Wall $4950
Fall 4-ply polyester
Plus Tax

SATURDAY

ALL DAY THURSDAY (Murray Only)

TEA POTS
Because tea was so expensive, the first silver tea pots
were very small. Accessorizing
the tea pots were silver cups
with out handles, saucers, arab
when the English finality
realized their tea pots were
burning their tea tables, silver
tea stands.

DOOR BUSTING

PAPER
ROUTE

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
This Week Only!
thru

OSLO - The Federation of
Norwegian Industries urged
the establishment of an international -North Sea AntiPollution Administration."
It proposes that the new bodg
should be notified in advance
before waste is dumped into the
sea and that it should have the
right to make spot checks oq
any cargo to be dumped.
,

Peter Mokover, 19, a student
from Great Neck Long Island,
regarded by his college as a
"boy genius," has been accused with eight others of using
electronic devices to make
thousands of dollars worth of
long distance phone calls free.

I

SPECIAL
WEDNESDAY

Telephone genius
arrested for calls

WALL-TO-WALL

IMMEDIATELY

Town & Country
Shop
Chestnut Street

137,95

1145-14 White Wall 1
Ford

$37

Save 950.1111
MTD 5 HP

RIDING MOWER
25 inch cut
Briggs-Stratton
was $249.95
Sale $198.77

95

Tax

171

North Sea Watchdog:
asked for by Norway'

••11.
,
'•••I.•• •••••••

PUBLIC HEARING

Murray Planning Commission
Robert E.Moyer,Chairman ITC

of the money spigots could turn
rising earnings during the next
off prospective security buysix to 18 months.
s," the firm believes.

Wall Street

- ALL -

3 Pieces
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Sale $198.11
I,

It
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Second h We boom
continues unabated
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK (UPI) - Almost 2 million American families are living double lives!
— They're the country's second home owners, and their
number is increasing by leaps
and bounds as more and more
,people decide they need to
,..have a place to go to "get away
'from it all."
Most of them aren't the
faces you see on the society
pages, either. The average
buyer of a second home is a
family man, 41 years old, with
two or three children, earning
$1,100 a month. His primary
. reasons for buying'are to escape the city and to provide an
- investment for the future.
So says Frank R. Carcaise,
chairman of the American
• Land Development Assoc.-iation, an organisation of land
...developers from all sections of
the country which keeps its
„ finger on the pulse of the
second home boom.
An added incentive to the
second home market is time more and more of it, Carcaise
said. The three day holiday
weekend is growing in popularity and, increasingly, companies - including Mutual of
New York, Samsonite and
Metropolitan Life - are experimenting with the three and
lour-day work week.
What's the typical second

home like?
"It may be almost any swle,
but one thing it's not is an
extension of the family's first
home," Carcaise said.
"Many buyers live in large,
crowded cities. A great number
of second home developments
feature swimming pools, golf
course, tennis courts, lakes and
marinas, hiking trails and
clubhouses.
"Many of these are evolving
into self-sustaining communities with their own fire and
police forces, separate utility
systems and security and maintenance patrols.
"The most successful second home developments are
those that offer a vast range of
unspoiled,, natural land where
homgowners get a double bonus 2 mountains and beachfront.
"Our typical homeowner
wants to be close to nature
without roughing it."
'Provides contrast
Usually a family uses its
second home as a way to provide contrast with daily living.
Decorating styles often are
completely different from the
city lome. Living style, too, is
different - more informal and
lesstcheduled. Dress is casual,
Carcaise said.
"The movement toward second home buying wit continue on the upswing," he pre-

dieted. Since January, he said.
the American Land Development Association has sponsored four regional seminars
astute the country so that
developers could ex change
ideas and talk with legislators,
educational leaders and financial experts in the land development industry.
Carcaise noted a recent California study which showed the
ratio of vacation homes per
1,000 of the state's population
rose from 6.4 per cent in 1960
to a present 8.5 per cent. By
1980, it is estimated, the ratio
will be 11 per cent.
Nationwide, 300,000 families are expected to buy or
build a second home within the
next two years. The median
value will be $7,800, according
to the U.S. Bureau of the
Census.
The Census Bureau also tells
us, Carcaise said, that by the
year 2000 there will be 320
million Americans, an increase
of 110 million.
What are you doing this
Weekend?
MIUSIKIE ON SPENDING
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine,
says contenders for the Democratic presidential nomination
next year should adopt a
campaign spending ceiling to
reserve party funds for the
general election.
Muskie says Democrats
should hold spending to 10 cents
a voter-five cents for broadcast and five cents for nonbroadcast spending.

Bids To Be Opened
For New Ceiling
In Freedom Hall

TUESDAY-JUNE 15, 1971

UK Research Unit To Study
Smoking-Health Controversy
By Greta Gibson
State News Bureau

million are in progress and the
contracts
involving
the
remainder have been negotiated.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The The Tobacco Research Board
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The question of whether cigarette recently received a $750,000
Division of Purchases of the state smoking is dangerous to health is appropriation from the state. The
Department of Finance will begin being determined by the funds came from a half-cent a
receiving bids on June 25 foe University of Kentucky Tobacco pack cigarette tax enacted at the
installation of a new acoustical and Health Research Institute, a last session of the state
ceiling for the Fair and Ex- federally sponsored program. legislature.
The unique Institute is studying
position Center in Louisville.
all phases of cigarette smoking in Research in the program is not
Raymond Hayes, of the hopes to dispel any myths about only carried out by professors but
Division of Engineering, said the smoking and health. If tobacco there is a limited number of
installation is badly needed smoking is found harmful, the students working on the project.
because of the present condition institute will try to eliminate the Undergraduate students work in
very technical areas, while
of the original ceiling. The danger.
fairgrounds was built in 1955.
Encompassing the talents of graduate students study more
"The purpose of this project," three colleges of the University, advanced aspects of the
said Hayes, "is to remove the the instittue wants to.determine program. By working with the
existing ceiling and replace it the relationship between tobacco project the students obtain inwith new acoustical insulating and health.
valuable learning experience
fiberglass ceilingboards, repair "If there is something harmful found only at UK.
and replace the damaged "T" in tobacco, then let us find it and
Dr.C. Gairola, a post-doctorate
grid system and the cleaning of remove it," said state Sen.
student in the department of
all ceiling diffusers."
Thomas 0. Harris, Carrollton, microbiology, is one of 35
General construction will in- chairman of the Tobacco
students working in the institute.
clude a new, low-density ceiling Research Board,"so tobacco can
Gairola explains, "We are just
which will give better insulation take its rightful place in the
exploring. We don't know, but so
but will be put in the same place economy of Kentucky, and those
far it looks as though there is a
FOYER PLEASURE—• uge m ernistic crysta an metal
as the present system.
who find satisfaction In smoking part which has the potential to be
chandeliers light the foyer of the John F. Kennedy Cen"This project is to be com- can continue to do so without any
harmful. But like I say, we are
ter for the Performing Arts in the nation's capital. The
pleted within 100 days or sooner fear of the consequences."
just exploring around."
foyer, described as one of the largest rooms in the world,
of the signing of the contract," Because of its outstanding
The forerunner of the inhas 18 of these chandeliers, a ift of Sweden.
Hayes said. 'The work involved agriculture and medical schools
stitute, the Tobacco and Health
coordination between the events and chemistry department the
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle ,
Program, was formed in 1964 in
in the coliseum, including the University of Kentucky was
response to then University
MOO MOO DOM
ACROSS
Kentucky State Fair, and the selected to do research for the
2 Sea eagle
OUMM MOO OW
President John A. Oswald's
3 Inborn
contractor executing the con- federal government to determine
MB MONO 2100
4 commonplace
expression of UK's interest in this 1 Temporary
tract."
shelter
113 OBOO UOGIO
the danger, if any, of smoking. area.
6
5
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Red-yellow
5 Encourage
ROM MOM 0010
Being situated in Lexington,
9 Arabian
7 Courage
MOOR puma aa
garment
the nation's second largest loose Using funds a)5propriated by
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OHNI30121ri 13013093111
Sandarac tree
9
Place
In
leaf tobacco market, also made Congress, a staff was assembled 12
Mal LIMBO MORO
13 Unadulterated
line
Kentucky an attractive choice. and research in plant science and 14 Hawaiian
MOM WIMP DODO
10 Vegetable
wreath
BODIO
MEIN MM
The combination of Duke and in chemical and medical areas 1,5 Loosen
11 Ventilates
0110 MOOM UO
27 More absurd
Durham,North Carolina, was the was initiated.
16 Printer's
MOM 0100V nom
19 Most distant
Measure
government's second choice for University officials analyzed 21
GOOM BOOM
Emmets
the tobacco research center.
the progress of the program in 22 Simple
15
20
18 F
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ardY
retokens
24 Pronoun
According to Dr. D. C. White, 1968 and found that the questions 25 Devoured
22 Tableland
36 Facts
45 Symbol for
the top orofessor of biochemistry concerning tobacco and health 26 Greek letter
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tantalum
23 jacket
act
Courage
39 Goods cast
47 Short
in the project, if a problem exists still lacked many answers. The 27
25 landed
29 Hebrew latter
overboard
sleep
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it is due to the leaf and how it is answers, they determined, could 31 The sun
49 Negative
2
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prefix
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measure
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As a result of the analysis, the
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Dr. Lewis Cochran, UK vice'Board of Trustees authorized 35 article
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president of academic affairs, inititute status for the research 36 Sandy waste 12•
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research program. 'There are Tobacco and Health Research 39 Unit of
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program has come from six
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Research involving $4.5 million representing 42 per cent of the
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of these funds have been com- adult population, number 52
pleted. Studies funded by $3 million.
Distr. by Vatted Feature Syndicate. Inc.
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WOODSTCK HAS FALLEN
IN LOVE UJITH
UJORM!

RADIAL T/A
BFG's all-new Radial T/A tire is built tough, tough enough to
compete against special racing tires. and win. Which means
it's more than strong enough and safe enough for your
everyday driving 2 plies of Dynacor‘ Rayon Cord
and a 4-ply Dynacor" Rayon Belt are why. The
Radial T/A is a 60-series tire, which means
it's the widest radial tire around—built
wide for more stability, better handling, and surer traction. What
BFG learns at the track.
BFG puts on the street
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The B.F. Goodrich "Firebird" Racing
Car, featuring the all new Radial T/A
Tires, will be on display at Master Tire
Service Wednesday & Thursday, June
16th and 17th. Come and see it!
B F Goodrich

Master Tire Service
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get the job done
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BOAT
PRICED RIGHT
1962 22' CENTURY CRUISER
185 h.p. Gray Marine Inboard Engine.
- LOW USAGE Extra Good Condition!
PRICED TO SELL BY OWNER
Phone 753-1722 or 753-4423 Nights

FOR SALE
1970-175 cc YAMAHA.600 miles,
$425.00. Phone Bruce 7537163.
J17C
PENTA TREATED lumber.
Resistant to rot and termites.
Ideal for boat docks and any
weather exposed uses. Murray
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
Murray,Ky.
ITC
SHOP MONTGOMERY Ward for
air conditioners, freezers,
refrigerators, lawn mowers,
tires. Just a few of the thousands
of items available through
Ward's catalogs. 510 Main. Phone
753-1966.
TFC

FOR RENT

FOR RICHIT"
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HUNTINGDON ANGUS SALE
Thursday Night, June 24th 6 P.M. At The
SOUTHWESTERN STOCKYARDS
HUNTINGDON, TENNESSEE
Selling 80 Lots Of
Top Registered Angus With The Best Of Bloodlines
For Catalogs, Contact: 'Jerry Penny
Southwesters Setdryards
. 1111.4 Toginessee
- 1611ii$
981-886-4522 or 9811-65110

4
4

4

GENE STEELY

4
1

4
4

19

Inc.

6

; FALLEN
WORM!

1

4

4

4
4
4
4

1

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4

TUXEDO RENTAL
ALL BY AFTER SIX
All Tuxedos Iv Stock
Only Delay ...Alterations

• Weddings
• Parties
• Dances

MIXED COUPLE
MEETING

No Matter what social event
you're planning, we have what you
want. See us for your TUXEDO.

4
CER111.1.e.D HOOD Soy beans.
4
SPILL SOMETHING on that new
LARGE FOUR bedroom house 1/2 4
Extra good. See me before you
carpet? Don't cry, rent a new
buy. Phone 753-2401.
J15C shampooer for $1.00 and use Blue block from campus.' Electric 4
heat, air-conditioned. Fenced
Lustre. Western Auto, Home of
back yard. Families only. $135.00
WEDDING GOWN, misses size
"The Wishing Well."
J18C per
month.Phone 753-1203. TFC
10. Cost $100.00 new. Selling for
$40.00. Phone 782-6102 or 753TWO FOR ONE tire sale on D70- FURNISHED APARTMENT,
5323.
MSC
air
14 wide oval red or white wall, conditioned, one
bedroom,
Open
full four ply polyester. Regular vailable for summer
only. 4
list price, $49.50. NOW!, two for Water and sewer paid. Call
Crypts One and Two
753- 4
$49.50, plus tax. Save at 9741.
in
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
J17C 4
Bilbrey's, 210 East Main.
J17C
Murray Masotti=
4
Call 753-7724 days or
NICE FURNISHED apartment
North 15th Street Murray, Ky.
8: BSA MOTOR CYCLE Phone for college girls-surruner
7S3-2517 sights
and fall.
7861.
Across From MSU Library
J21P Phone 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. 'I'F 4
4
Phone 753-3242
POUND Freezer with big self 10x55 MONARCH Mobile
home,
root refrigerator corn- furnished, carpeted,
has washer NEW TWO bedroom duplex
ent One owner Wizard, and air conditioner, city gas, 2'
apartment. Central heat and air,
ed on new G.E. $197.00. Save miles from campus.
Phone 753- carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone TWO BEDROOM furnished
Bilbrey's, 210 East Main. J17C 6569.
apartment, lots of room. Air- REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
TFC 753-7850.
TFC
conditioned. Phone 753-3143. J17C
ONE BEDROOM cabin on the
C REGISTERED Boston APARTMENT
SIZE range,
lakeellip two bedroom cabin on
, Male, six weeks old. 025.00.
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 2/
1
2
ROOMS:
IN COUNTRY Estate
Wool rug and pad, 11x15.
miles West of Murray on shady with large recreation area. Meals the lake, 24x4e. Redwood timber
act with white markings. $75.00.
G.E. washer, $10.00.
lodge. Write P.O. Box 189, Paris,
ormed. Will make a very good Phone
lot. Concrete patio. Couples only. optional. Nice. Phone 436753-8350.
J17P
Tennessee or call area 901-593. Phone 753-6030 after 5:00
Phone 753-1353.
J15P 2173.
J21C 3534.
J18C
tfnc ANTIQUE DUNCAN
Phyfe
THREE
ROOM
furnished ONE BEDROOM furnished
couch, excellent condition,
AR-CRAFT boat with trailer 6100.00.
apartment, air-conditioned. All apartment and two bedroom ATTRACTIVE BRICK home
Phone 753-8558
in
J17P
utilities- fernished. $85.00 per unfurnished apartment. Phone choice location. Three
28 H.P. Johnson motor.
bedrooms,
month.
753-3108 after 5:00 pan.
Phone
753-5870. J15C
7534079.
J2IP plus study or office, two baths,
48 INCH ROUND solid Maple
I7C
family room with fire-place, all
pedestal dining table, new, never
NICE
TWO-Bedroom Apartment built-in
kitchen with lots of
used, $50.00. Curits-Mathis Maple TWO BEDROOM furnished
duplex apartment, one block off furnished. Carpeted, air- cabinet space, 2 car
FURNISHED 1971 Mobile TV-Stereo,
black and white,
garage.
conditioned,
near
University.
Has
17/70.
baths,
campus.
1%
3B-R,
me
Air-conditioned, carDraperies stay, established yard.
needs picture tube, $30.00.
Call
753-7550.
J2IC City school district.
peted. Available now. 809 North
, could be transferred. Call Umbrella type
1702 Audubon
clothes line,
16th Street. Phone 753-5140. J15C
J17C complete,
753-1222.
Drive (Keenland Subdivision$5.00. Phone 753FOR RENT, SALE
near new high school). Call 7537593.
J17P
NIOR CTTIZEN'S three wheel
ROOMS: WITH light cooking HOUSE TRAILER, 10x55, 1961 8459 or 753-9368 for apcycle. Power (electric) edger, 1771 KAWASAKI Trail Boss 100. privileges, small two bedroom model. Located 21,2 miles from pointment.
J16C
one time and electric lawn Phone 753-8877.
J17C furnished house, 500 feet from Murray. Phone 753-7856 or 753wer. Contact C. C. Mullins at
campus.Phone 753-8813.
J21C
J15C 2583.
THREE BEDROOM, two bath
753-7409.
JI7P
home of Dr. Mary Bell. Large
LOST
&
FOUND
'FURNISHED APARTMENT for
living room with well lighted
18 FT. SELF contained travel
college boys. Summer and fall LOST: MALE black and tan kitchen. Built by Earl
Nanney
trailer, hitch and extras included.
semester. Phone 753-5106 after German Shepherd, 2 years
neighold. Near college, quiet
Used twice. List $3200.00, now
5:00p.m.
TFC Phone 753-2250.
jtsp borhood. Phone 753-6527.
J16C
32400.00. 8000 BTU air conditioner, used three months,
FIVE ROOM unfurnished house.
AUTOS FOR SALE
HANDY MAN Special!! Old six
$200.00firm. Phone 753-8358. JI7P
available now. Phone 753-8200
-room house on large lot with fruit
196a
MUSTANG
CONafter 4:30p.m.
.11ISC VERTIBLE, real
trees. Highway frontage Phone
Perfect for
nice, $525.00.
LOFTY PILE, free from soil is
753-44111.
J1&'
teat
ki
ton
Chevy
van,
8250.00.
the carpet cleaned with Blue
NICE TWO bedroom house, 305
siding
roofing
or
Phone
438-5570.
J15C
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
South 15th. Couples only. Phone
LARGE LOT in Keniana mobile
$1.00. Big K.
753-2770
J111C
118C 1968
barns
VOLKSWAGEN sedan. home
section for only $695.00.
Original owner. $1200.00. Phone $10.00
Y POODLES,black and white.
or underpinning
down. Phone 436-5582. J19C
SMALL APARTMENT, fur753-8394.
J15C
inchillas, $15.00 each and
nished, $65.00 per month. Couple
trailers.
pment Phone 753or mature woman Phone 753- 1962 RAMBLER, very clean
FORMER 1,01111:. Suder home
1882
June24C
5043.
JI7C Rebuilt motor. Phone 753at 1305 Wells Boulevard. Two
4486.
J16C bedroom house with hall, bath,
SCHNAUZER
MINIATURE
THREE
ROOM
furnished
living room, kitchen, dinette,
puppies. male, $85.00. Phone 753apartment with bath for summer 1965 OLDSMOBILE Delta 88,four
utility room,and garage,on lot 60
JI7C
9371.
and fall. Air-conditioned, wall to door sedan. Power and air, good
x 200. Call 753-2899, Hafford
wall
carpeting. 1641 Miller Ave. condition Phone 753-1568 after
SET oe WORLD 1Voolt Entfc
Rogers.
J17C
Phone 753-1775.
cyclopedias Phone 753-5493 J16P
J17C 5-30p.m
J17C

1

1 Chain Hoist, 1 Boye and Ames
Lathe-18", 9' bed - TAPER
ATTACHMENT & etc., I
Stationary Grinder-14" wheel, 1
200 amp water cooled Gas driven
welder, 1 225 amp-AC Arc welder,
1 250 amp AC-DC Reverse or
straight welder, 2 heavy duty
901 Story Murray, Ky.
portable hand grinder,2 three ton
chain come alongs, 1 250 lb. steel
753-7850
anvil, 2 acetylene cutting and
welding outfits, 1 acetylene
cutting rig, 1 four post electric
FURNITURE REFINISHING. ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
heater, 1 set rollers, 1 water
All work guaranteed. Free pick- us completely cover your home
cooler, 112' dump bed and hoi,st,
up and delivery. Free estimate. with Reynolds weather tight
1 tool bed with cable, wench,
Antique or natural finish. Jerry aluminum siding. Also we do
boom poles, and power take-off, I
McCoy,753-3045.
July16C soffitt and overhangs on brick. 18' cattle trailer,
3 tables with
Storm windows & door, shutters
vises attached, 1 utility all steel
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARBEW and carports. Free estimates.
Shop,open 3:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m Call Garland's Aluminum Ser- trailer, 1 all steel car trailer
(tilts), 3 fans-2 window, 1
Tuesday
through
Friday vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
portable on stand, 1 14 gauge
Saturday, 11:00 8 7:00. Closed 'Sedalia 328-8398.
Junel8C
electric
hand metal sheer, 2 sets
Monday. Boy's haircut, 7k
Men's haircut, $1.00. Hsrn- FOR ALL your home alterations, wire stretchers, 1 set feed scales,
buckle's Barber Shop, 213Spruce remodeling,etc. Free Estimates. 1 Office desk and chair, 1 tap and
Phone 753-6122.
June30C die set /
1
4"through 1", hydraulic
Street. Phone 753-7742
TFNC
jacks, 1 air compressor and
and spray outfit, 1 20 gallon kettle, 1
DOZER WORK; back hoe ser- PAINTING:INTERIOR
Fast
service. Lot ten gallon white paint, 1 Lot
vice; septic tank cleaning; septic exterior.
tank installation. Gene Steely, 901. References. Phone 382-2299. TFC primer paint, 2 axles for pusher
Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753for trucks, 2 sets equalizers for
7850.
July17C WE MOW yards. Phone 436-5588 pushers for trucks, also 2 antique
or 753-9077.
J15P
cars. Other items too numerous
WILL DO Babysitting in my
home nights and Weekends. Have WILL KEEP elderly man in lto mention.
Shoemaker Auctioneer. J17
references. Phone 753-3482 for private home, near Murray,
room and board reasonable„
further information.
J21P
Phone 753-6895.
J17P
;l
CARD OF THANKS
I WILL do baby sitting in your
.4
WANT
TO combine wheat, oats, I want to thank my friencitr4
home and will furnish own
escue. Phone 753-2532 or neighbors and relatives for
transportation. Phone 753-6531. J barley, fescue.
the
J21C things you did for me while I w
21C
ni
l
in the hospital. Especially tha
WILL DO addressing and stuff COMPLETE CAR Cleaning and for the flowers, cards and phenol
envelopes. Phone 753-1836 or 753- Simonize wax job, $8.00. Free calls. Last but not least, mg
5076.
J17C pick-up and delivery. Phone 753- neighbors who planted and
3683.
J17C worked my garden and kept ma1
yard mowed. We are forever
NOTICE
NOTICE
grateful, and may God bless. .
Roy and Ruby Lassiter. :

*Septic Tank Installation

1

4
4

4

MOBILE HOME & boat Insurance. Broad coverage. Law
1500 to 1550
rates. Excellent claim service.
MONTHLY STARTING
See us before you buy. Galloway
SALARY
Insurance & Real Estate Agency.
OVERWEIGHT' WEIGHT Loss Phone 753-5842.
July7C For 3 representatives in Murray
guaranteed or your money back.
area to represent large cor
Phone Shapemakers,753poration. Age 21 and over,
July13C
2962
NOTICE
established resident, no travel
our plan includes group, hospital
If you do not receive your
ELECTROLUX SALES & Serend life insurance coverage for
paper by six p.m. call 753vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. 9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
you and your family. Also
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- p.m.
pension and vacation plan. Must
mington, Kentucky. June29NC
be able to assume responsibility,
Contact Mr. Smiley, Wednesday
June 16, from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. at
the Holiday Inn.
Electrolux', manufacturer of vacuum cleaners,
200 FIRMS, now selling home
floor polishers and carpet shampooers, now
workers, addressors and mailer,.
represented by Donald Osmus of Murray for
Want to be flooded with
Calloway County and surrounding area.
homework offers' We will list
For Sales or Service Phone 753-9808
you and send all 200 your name
and address for $2.00. Saves you
Donald Osmus
writing and $12.00 postage. Send
Murray Rt. 2, Box 249
$2.00 to Mayfield Mail Order;
Two miles north of 5-Points
P.O. Box 5, Mayfield, Kentucky.
J17C
41•11111111111111111111MHINIIMML,

NOTICE

WILL TRADE Ferguson tractor
mower for a two row cultivator.
J17NC
Phone 436-2289.

WANTED:-TWO men for safety
crusade in Calloway County. No
The Calloway County Board of experience necessary. Ear*
Education is asking for bids on $50.00 to $60.00 weekly. Phone 7531442.
J17C
the following items:
INVITATION TO BID

(1) school bus insurance 111
keeping with KRS 160.130.
(2) workmen's compensation
insurance for all school emyees to be effective August 20,
1971.

Hughes Paint
Store
86 Maple St

753-3842

WAITRESS, EXPERIENCED,
Nights and week-ends. Position
available immediately. No phone
calls please. Apply in person
Saucy Pig Bar-B-Que and Pancake House at 1409 Main.
J17C

Bids are to be in the Board of WAITRESSES, SHORT order
Education's office, 200 South 6th cook. Apply in person at Jerry's
Street, Murray, Ky., on or before Restaurant,S. 12th Street. J21C
12:00 Noon,July 8,1971.
ITC
WANTED IMMEDIATELY,man
or woman to supply consumers
with Rawleigh Products. Cart:
earn 850 weekly part time. Write.
giving'Phone No.: Ray Harris;
Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Illinois ;
or call 815-232.4181 between 8 and:
4:30.
J17d
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WANTED: CLEANING help for
resort in Aurora, Ky. Phone 4742288 for appointment.
J15C

C.M. SANDERS with Electrolux
for the past 22 years, is still in this
area. For your sales or service
see C.M.Sanders.
J15P

Ledger &limes

r,

WANTED: PERSONNEL clerk
to handle and process group
insurance, workmans compensation, unemployment
compensation claims; to administer first aid. Must be neat,
mature, personable and able to
deal with people and confidential
information. Experience
referable. Send resume to P.O
'
Box 32 W, Murray, Kentucky. An
equal opportunity employer. J15(

Come Prepared To Bowl
For The Summer League

25' Each

r

itELF -*ANTED

CORVETTE LANES

23"x35"

'
0
" )
=rjla
/1-tAT j

rry.

TUESDAY, JUNE 17th
7:00 P.M.

The College Shop

ALUMINUM
SHEETS

=1

Main & Industrial Rd. ,
Murray, Kentucky
•

*Septic Tank Cleaning

4
4

AUCTION SALE
PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, June 19 at 1 P.M.
ADAMS ORNAMENTAL IRON
& WELDING SHOP

*Back Hoe Service

FOR RENT
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Air-conditioned.
aose to campus. Couples or
mature adults only. Also two
bedroom duplex, carpeted,
central air and heat, washer,
dryer. Stove and refrigerator.
Available June I. Furnished or
unfurnished. Phone 753-9135 or
753-4478.
J17C

SERVICES OFFERED

DOZER WORK

4

4
TWO AKC Registered female
1989 YAMAHA 125 cc, Moto-X. NO DEFROSTING Tappan German Shepherds. 650.00 each.
Like new. Price, $395.00. Phone double-door refrigerator freezer. Phone 753-2987 after 6:00 p.m.
J17C
753-1343 between 7:00 and
A modern,late model, one owner
5:00.
J15C unit worth the money. $197.00.
BABY BUGGY and stroller, both
Save at Bilbrey's,210 East
like new. Phone 753-2711.
J17C
HOSPITAL BED, mattress and Main.
J17C
cover, commode chair, wheel
chair. Phone 492-8590 after 6:00 CHAROLIAS BULLS from 8 USED REFRIGERATORS;
older
models
good
in
p.m.
J15C months to 2 years old, 20
refrigerating condition. $9.77.
registered pure bred, half French
o MASSEY Ferguson corn- Charolias bulls and 30 pure $19.77, $29.77, $39.77, $49.77, and
, will sell one. See Glenn Charolias bulls without papers. $69.77. Save money and
wford at Lynn Grove or phone Also Charolias cows and open and refrigeration at Bilbrey's 211'
East Main.
J17C
5432.
J15P bred Chart:aim heifers. Estes
Stockyard, West Vienna, Ill.
TURKEYS: DUCKS; chickens, Phone days, area 618-658-7203 or
WANTED TO BUY
uineas. Adults and babies. nights,area 618-6584856.
J15C
WANT TO BUY; logs and
1..arge
selection.
Hubert
Alexander, 3 miles South of REGISTERED IRISH Setter standing timber. Also have for
Sedalia. Phone 328-8563.
J18P pupa. Excellent pedigree. Phone sale lumber and sawdust.
Mill and Lumber
.1.23c Murray Saw
753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
TFC
Co. Phone 753-4147.
NORGE GAS stove and dryer,
good condition. See Ray Rolfe or USED CARPET and
rug. Phone WANT TO BUY; used 26 bleb
inquire at Farris Grocery at 753-7570.
J18C boy's or girl's bicycle. Phone 787Cherry Corner.
J17P
6153 or 489-2425.
J15C
TWO 12 H.P. 1970 International
PIANO: IN good condition. riding lawn mowers. 42 inch cut.
WANT TO BUY used air conPhone 753-8574.
J15P Phone 492-8770.
J16P lioner,
•
120 volt, one room.
Phone 489-2169.
J17P

SERVICES OFFERED
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Jerry Grant's one-man
show goes against best
By JACK MURPHY
C•ple7 News Service
Sometimes he describes
himself as a snail business
with a cash flow problem. He is
the president of Jerry Grant
Racing Enterprises and his
driving skills are one of the
firm's principal assets.
Currently this small business
consists of Grant, one salaried
employe (chief mechanic Gary
Duff), racing equipment
valued in excess of $100,000,
and a dream.Jerry Grant is the
one with the dream.
Grant is the auto racing
equivalent of the owner-trainer
of a one-horse stable who
proposes to win the Kentuciry
Derby. His Derby is the Indianapolis 500. He and his car
ran seventh in the big race last
May when he competed for the
first time under his own colors
and he was fourth until late in
the day when he had to find a
path through the wreckage of
flaming cars on the northeast
turn. Then his engine quit and
he lost three laps and about
$30,000.
He elects to compete as an
independent against such
lavishly financed drivers as
A. J. Foyt, Al Unser, Mario
Andretti and Bobby Unser
because, like many small
businessmen, he cherishes his
freedom. For five years he
drove for Dan Gurney and,
then, Tommy Friedkin. Now he
answers only to Jerry Grant.
He is the driver, the team
manager, and the press agent
for Jerry Grant Racing Enterprises. "If there's a mistake
row," he says, "it's my own
Fault. When you drive for other
people there's a lot of politics
you can't control."
Grant is attracted to auto
racing for the usual reasons:
speed, the thrill of competition,
money, and ego-satisfaction.
He reveals a lot aoout
himself when describing the
characteristics
of
his
colleagues: "They are men
who need a challenge. They are
more negligent than the public
believes; many of them have
done quite well with investments. They are a very
competitive breed. They don't

like to lose.
Most of them have
machines. They wouldn't be
content sitting behind a desk. If
they weren't in racing they'd be
doing something else competitive."
All this fits Jerry Grant. He
has a degree in mechanical
the
from
engineering
University of Washington but
he prefers the cockpit of his
racing car to a desk. Not many
mechanical engineers visualize
themselves wheeling into
victory lane at the 500,
acknowledging the cheers _of
the multitudes.
No Walter Mitty is Grant.
He's been a pro driver for a
decade and he's made - the
scene at Indianapolis five times
and in each instance he was
running among the first five
until mechanical malfunctions
defeated him.
He has learned that success
in racing is not so much the
result of driving skills as
teamwork between the driver
and his crew.
-Racing," he contends,
"depends on teamwork even
more than most sports. In
basketball, for example, a
superstar can carry a team.
But racing demands a team
effort by the driver, crew chief
and chief mechanic. Take away
one part and the team won't be
successful."
He cites the example of
Mario Andretti, who was
almost unbeatable when
backed by the mechanical
expertise of Clint Bra wner and
Jim McGee. Then Andretti
defected to Andy Granatelli
and the Brawner-McGee team
acquired Roger McCluskey as
a driver.
"The team broke up, they
went their own way," says
Grant, and they haven't been
very successful."
Grant hopes to profit from
this experience. His crew
consists of only three men
(Granatelli has 15 per car) and
the relationship is close. Grant
offers his crew a modest living
wage and an incentive
Program.
They'll share in the earnings
and the incentive is considerable. Last %mason Grant
and his car brought in revenue

of 670,000 while winning six
races. This year the money is
bigger, the opportunities more
numerous.
The popularity of the sport is
such it had attendance of 40
million in 1970, and TV
coverage is scheduled for nine
events this year. Now the
Pocono, Pa., 500 joins the Indianapolis 500 and the Ontario,
Calif., 500 as a major source of
revenue for championship
cars. Pocono will guarantee
$500,000 and the Ontario purse
is about $750,000.
That helps explain why
Jerry Grant, 35, breadwinner
for a wife and two daughters, is
drawn to racing. Safety, he
says, is not a concern.
"I don't consider the risk,
though I've been scared and I
have a fear of fire. The important thing is being able to
know how the other drivers will
perform. I'll run inches apart
from certain drivers at 200
miles per hour and not even
think about it. But I won't get
within three or four feet of
other drivers; when I'm going
to pass, I wait for a safe
oPerfing."

Only Two

onuipiets
Still Alive

The final rites for E. B. McNeely are being held today at two
p.m. at the Antioch Church of
Christ with James Shockley and
Harvey Lynn Elder officiating.
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers who are Dennis
Jones, Bobby Wilferd, Ralph
McNeely, Kenneth Jones,
Gregory Jones, Donnie McNeely,
Max Workman, and Harlan
Elmore.
Burial will be in the Antioch
Cemetery with the arrangements
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
McNeely, age 88, died Sunday
at noon at the home of a
daughter, Mrs. Frances Jones of
Mayfield. He was a retired
farmer and carpenter of the
Farmington and Browns Grove
communities.
He is survived by five
daughters, Mesdames Evalena
Alderdice, Lettie Mae Wilferd,
Reba Nell Morris, Frances
Jones, and Sylva Lynn Haneline;
two sons, Sterling and Everette
McNeely; two stepsons, Jewel
and Charles Howard; two
brothers, Porter and Dillard
McNeely; fifteen grandchildren;
sixteen great grandchildren.

Funeral services for Jim Kee of
504 Vine Street, Murray, are
being held today at 2:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with Dr.
H. C. Chiles officiating.
Active pallbearers are S. L.
Horn, Jack Lassiter, Mac Fitts,
John Edward Darnell, Joe Pirtchard, and Art Rumfelt.
Honorary pallbearers are
William Joe Parker, Freeman
Fitts, J. 0. Parker, Rudy Fitts,
Aubrey Fitts, Garrett Andrews,
Guthrie Grogan, and Gilbert
Grogan.
Interment will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens with the
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Kee, age 71, died Sunday at
three p.m. at his home. He was a
member of the First Baptist
Church and a veteran of World
War II. He was born July 18, 1899,
In Carroll County, Tenn., and his
parents were the late Mr. and
Mrs. James Kee.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Floy Rumfelt Kee of Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Flossie Hurt and
Mrs. Mlle Pritchard of Huntingdon, Tenn.; one brother,
Homer Kee of Humboldt, Tenn.

Mrs. Miller
Passes Away

Two Wrecks
Occur Here

New Members..

Mayor cools off
wheeler-dealers
WASHINGTON —Charles E.
Beatley Jr. is known among his
fellow airline pilots as the
"moonlighting mayor."
Beatley, a United Air lines
Captain who drives a DC-8 on
transcontinental rotates for a
handsome salary, is also the
mayor of Alexandria, the
historic Virginia city adjacent
to Washington, D. C.
Back in the late 1950a, the
five acres that comprise
Beatley's farm in Fairfax
County were annexed by the
city of Alexandria.
High-rise
apartment
developments began to close in
and other construction and
zoning encroachment took
place that was not to the liking
of the tall, gray-haired, fiftyish
Beatley.
"Someone had to slow down
the wheeler-dealers," said
Beatley.
"I guess it was the sort of
thing that interested me in
politics. When I saw people
getting away with murder, I
tried to do something about it.
"Before I knew it 1 was
leading the march on City Hall.
I never realized how thinly the
ramparts were defended until,
the first thing I knew, we were
standing on those ramparts and
then we were Qty Hall!"
The moonlighting mayor's
story is interesting enough in
its own right But it is - even
more significant as an example
of the type of involvement in
local affairs that is becoming
more and more prevalent by
professional men with time on
their hands.
Beatley went after the
by
wheeler-dealers
outorganizing them.
He formed his neighborhood
into a group of 1,500 concerned
citizens, then joined forces with
groups from 13 other neyenberhoods.
In 1954. Beatley lost in an
election for a City Council seat
by 76 ot es

Jim Kee Rites Are
Being Held Today

By CHARLES BERNARD
SYDNEY (UN)—The seventh
of the nine infants born Sunday
to the wife of a wholesale meat
salesman died today, leaving
only one boy and one girl alive,
doctors at the Sydney Royal
Women's Hospital reported.
The latest death was that of
Geraldine Brodrick's firstborn,
a girl. Attending doctors had
held the greatest hope of her
survival until her condition
suddenly deteriorated. She died
at 11:15 am. (1:15 a.m. EDT),
less than 55 hours after
delivery.
Mrs. Brodrick, 79, the mother
of two other girls by Caesarian
section, gave natural birth to
five boys and four girls in what
medical experts say was a
world record number for one
pregnancy. Doctors said delivery was almost three months
premature. She had taken pills
to promote natural childbirth
before her pregnancy. Doctors
had told her the drug could
increase fertility as a side
effect.
Two of the infants were
stillborn and three others died
less than 24 hours after
delivery. A sixth baby, a girl, Mrs. Effie Miller, native of Federal State Market News
died during the early hours Almo,died Friday at 8:30 p.m. at Service June 15, 1971
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
today.
the Murray-Calloway County Market Report Includes 10
The only surviving boy was Hospital.
Buying Stations
six inches long and weighed 12
Kentucky State Trooper ounces at birth, the smallest of She was a member of the Receipts: Act. 852 Est. 700
Charles Stephenson investigated the nine. His surviving sister PLesant Hill Baptist Church in Barrows and Gilts mostly 25c
two traffic accidents on Sunday was a one-pounder and less Calloway County and of the lower Sows steady
Daughters of Lon Lodge.
with injuries reported in both than eight inches long.
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $18.00-18.50;
Survivors are three daughters:
wrecks.
The hospital's official report Mrs. Echo Brown of Syracuse, N. US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $17.75-18.00;
The first occurred at 11:30 a.m. of the seventh death confirmed
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $17.25-17.75;
Sunday at the intersection of U.S. what had been reported hours Y., Mrs. Opal Blanton Lindsey US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $16.50-17.25;
Highway 641 North and Kentucky earlier by friends close to the and Mrs. Beatrice Dobson, both Sows
Highway 464 at Almo Heights Brodrick family. Authorities at of Paducah; three sons, Willie US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.25-14.25;
between a 1970 GTO Judge the hospital have restricted Miller of Syracuse, N. Y., J. R. US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $12.50-13.25;
Pontiac driven by Max Edward newsmen from the premises Miller of Detroit, Mich., and US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $11.50-12.50 few
Gore, age 17, of Dexter, and a and keep them informed only Taylor Miller of Almo; three down to $10.00
1971 Chevrolet driven by Charles through bulletins posted on the brothers, Noble Perry of Chat- Boars $10.00-11.00.
tanooga, Tenn., Arthur Perry of
Clyde Evitts, age 59, of Almo. hospital's front door.
CHAPLIN'S AWARD
Trooper Stephenson said Evitts Dr. John Grenwell, the Murray, and Plenty Perry of
Charlie Chaplin, 82, was one
Almo;
one
grandchild
was going west on 464, turning medical superintendent, earlier
of nine winners of the 1971
south on 641,and collided with the said Mrs. Brodrick was continu- Funeral services are being held Creative Arts Awards at
two
p.m.
at
the
Pleasant
today
at
Gore car going north on 641. The ing to make progress in her
Brandeis University, Mass.
Gore car hit the left front side of recovery. No change in her Hill Baptist Church with Rev. S. The award carried a prize of
Cousins
officiating.
F.
the Evitts car, turned sideways, condition was reported.
$1,000.
Burial will be in the Pleasant
knocked down two signs, turned Mrs. Brodrick, in an interover, then landed on its wheels, view with United Press Interna- Hill cemetery.
and caught on fire, according to .4 t 1 from her hospital bed
Trooper Stephenson. The Evitts Monday, said she and her
car spun around after the husband, Len, 32, a wholesale
collision and stopped headed meat salesman in Canberra, (Coatinued from Page 1)
north in the south bound lane. had wanted a son.
Vernon
The Gore car was completely "We were told that these Acres Trailer Court, and
demolished, and extensive fertility drugs had produced S. and Sharon Stubblefield.
single senior
damage was reported to the multiple births before," she Approved for the
F. Hall
John
was
membership
Evitts car. Evitts was charged said. "There was a risk of
with driving while intoxicated multiple birth, and we were HI, 1306 Poplar.
The seven senior family
and driving while license willing to take it."
for:
privilege suspended,according to They also had been fore- memberships approved were
Irvan D. and Patricia Ann Frye,
Trooper Stephenson.
warned that ne..-ly of the
Gore was treated for a con- offspring might die and had 809 South 18th Street; Stephen
Sanders, 1002
tusion and Evitts for a laceration prepared themselves emotional- and Mary Warren
Willie
of the head at the emergency ly for the possibility, she said. Irene Terrace; Mrs.
In 1906, he was elected to the
Waldrop Gilliam, 106A William
room of the Murray-Calloway
Council ma special election. In
Avenue; Phillip and Jean
County Hospital.
1967, he was elected mayor.
Weydener, 1701 Johnson Blvd.;
Later at 12:45 pan. Troo
•
Last year, in a hotly con- Stephenson investigated a
Robert and Sue McCort, 317
tested primary, Beatley ran for on Highway 94 West injront of
North 7th Street; Donald and
(Continued from Page 1)
reelection on his record of Crittendon's Grocery,
Burke, Gatesborough
Terissa
hetes
orderly building development, west of Murray.
that several policy decisions did Circle, and Charles and Ann
fair tax assessments and efMrs. John (Golda) Waters of not correspond with official Hoke, Route 7.
forts to improve race relations.
This brings to the equivalent of
220 South Ilth Street was treated public statements.
/
2 family memberships
The contest was airline for a hematona of the scalp and a The Times said today the 2561
captain Mayor Beatley, a fracture of the right ankle at the government said the publication presently in the club, according
moderate liberal, against past Murray-Calloway County of the study violated provisions to J. H. Shackleford, the
president of the Board of Trade Hospital and transferred to a of the Espionage Law, TiUe la, treasurer.
and Vice Mayor Eugene W. Paducah Nesjoltal.
United States Code, Section 793 In other actions Monday night,
Zmunernian, conservative.
Trooper Stephenson said Mrs. which carries a $10,000 fine the board:
a
It was the new suburban Waters, driving east toward and-or 10 years in prison for —Employed Mike McCage as
club's
at
the
lifeguard
full-time
conviction.
middle-class communities and Murray, ran off the road to avoid
swimming pool.
the old-town history buffs vs. hitting another car that had
the blue-collar Alexandrians, swerved to avoid hitting a car The newspaper said it be- —Referred to the long-range
lieved it was the first time a planning committee a proposal
uptight on integration.
pulling out of the parking lot
publication had been involved in
that additional parking spaces be
Beatley is certain that Land Crittendon's Grocery to go west. that particular legal code
provided near the clubhouse.
developers all over the country
Mardien called Bancroft —Tabled for further study a
try to convince people who fear
about 70 p.m. Monday, two proposal that lights be provided
integration they are with them
hours before press time for for the club's two, new, hardon segregation in return for a
today's edition, the Times said. surfaced tennis courts.
free license to run rampant on
An hour later the newspaper —Authorized an effort to seek
undeveloped land
said it got Mitchell's telegram.
He views these real estate
bids for monthly servicing of the
men as politicians without
Defense Secretary Melvin R. air-conditioning equipment at the
convictions of their own. They
Laird asked the Justice Depart- clubhouse. fe
appeal to supporters, he says,
ment Monday to find out who —Directed that a water
on open housing and end up
leaked the report to the Times. fountain be installed at the 17th
selling them out.
A Pentagon spokesman indicat- tee and that trash cans be placed
In the largest primary vote in
ed
that person might be at all tees.
the 200-year history of
—Reduced the age limit for
prosecuted.
Alexandria, Beatley won.
junior golfers permitted on the
Laird said because of the course on weekends during nonIn the Jiine general'election,
he was reelected to the mayor's
limited number of copies congested periods from 19 to 16
seat to preside over a Qty
available, "it will not be hard and decreeded that youngsters
Council comprised of three
to track down."
below the age of 16 also could
Republicans, three Democrats
Presidential Press Secretary play provided they were acincluding himself) and an
Ronald Ziegler said President companied by their parents with
independent. The independent
Nixon had had access to all all play under the supervision of
happened to be the first black
Information in the Pentagon and at the discretion of the pro.
man ever elected to the Qty
report but had not seen this
—Directed that the club rules
Council of the city that used to
particular history of U.S. sign at the first tee be repainted,
be a center of the slave trade.
involvement in Vietnam
and
Alexandria, like many
—Discussed plans for the
American communities, is a
Ziegler would not discuss the construction and relocation of a
small city — population about
matter further, saying, "I'm new tournament scoreboard.
130,000— caught in the swirl of
not going to build up by white Participating in the meeting
urban development of a nearHouse comment the exposure of were: President Chad Stewart;
by megalopolis Washington,
classified information."
D.
from
—_Retiring
Vice-President James
FAREWELL
D.C.i.
A spokesman in Texas for Clopton; Mrs. Francis Hulse,
show business, Frank SinThe city has all the tag
former President Lyndon B secretary; Shackleford; and
problems — pollution, housing, atra sings his last song in Johnson said.
Johnson "isn't Directors Wells Purdom, Jr.,
PicMotion
the
at
public
education, racial strife,
ture and Television Relief making any statements on Hunt Smock, Mrs. Evelyn Jones
drugs. law enforcement and
Fond pala in 114,11vw,...(1 Anything these days."
and James Boone
inflation.

CAPITAL TOUCH

By EDWARD NFILAN
Copley News Service

Final Rites Held
For E. B. McNeely

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Quotes
From Th.

Today's Stock
Market

NEW YORK (UPI )--Stocks
opened lower on moderate
turnover today.
By United Press Inierantisnal
Shortly after the opening, the
JERUSALEM — Israeli DeJones industrial average
Dow
fense Minister Moshe Dayan,
0.44 at 907.27. Declines
off
was
warning of a possible new
advances, 142 to 76,
outscored
flareup in the Middle East:
324 issues crossing
the
among
"The winds blowing in the
tape.
the
more
Arab capitals tend
steels, U.S. Steel edged
towards the resumption of the In the
31%. Bethlehem was
to
1
/
6
up
war than putting and end to it.
/
4.
unchanged at 211
Therefore the resumption of the
the motors, General
Among
war may be imminent."
Motors showed a loss of ks at
American Motors and
80%.
MADISON, Wis.—Mel Cohen,
Motor held unchanged at
White
commander of a Veterans on
1
4 and 24, respectively.
Foreign Wars post which 6/
1
4 to 142% in the
Du Pont lost /
60-day
suspension
received a
Union Carbide
chemicals.
because of alleged antiwar
/
2, Eastman
dropped % to 461
activities:
1
2
801
/
4, Monsanto /
"I don't know what's the Kodak ka to
45.
at
matter with those guys. What
unchanged at
the hell are these people? Texaco held
36% in the oils. Standard of
Antipeace?"
California lost 114 to 58%, but
gained V4 to
SYDNEY, Australia — Mrs Atlantic Richfield
Pennzop
Geraldine Brodrick, who gave 69%. Occidental and
at 18% anil
unchanged
were
children,
seven
of
birth to nine
whom have died, explaining she 31%, respectively.
Centr
knew what was involved when In the rails, Penn
surrendered 1•11 to 4%. Ch
she took a fertility drug:
-There was a risk of multiple sapeake & Ohio was steady
/
2.
birth, and we were willing to 611
General Electric lost Vs
take it."
60% in its group. Westin
1
4 to 92%,
house dipped /
/
4. IBM fell %
Rand % to 341
318, while Control Data lost
to 61%.
Twelve million gypsies are to
/
4 In tlie
1
4 to 211
Boeing fell /
have the Bible translated into aircratts.
the
various
Romanes
U. N.ENDORSEMENT
langauages for the first time,
STOCKHOLM — The forei
says the United Bible Societies. ministers of the five Nardi
The first project will be the countries — Sweden,Danmark
translation of the entire New Norway, Finland and Icelanci
Testament from the original — pledged theis governments
Greek Into the Kalderash support to Finnish U. N
dialect for a gypsy clan which Ambassador Max Jakobson
has about 200,000 members in successor to Secretary Genera
the United States alone
U Thant.

News

Gypsies to receive.Bible translation

National Underwriters
Securities Quotes

Bid Ask
Citizens Security U
3 3%
Convenient Ind
6% 7
Interstate Campgrounds
2 2%
Investors Heritage
5% 8/
1
4
Jerrico
8%e%
Ky. Central Lf.
7% 7%
Ky.Investors
3 3%
Liquid Transporters
5% 5%
Natl. Chem.Corp.
7% 8/
1
4
West Ky.Gas
17/
1
2 18/
1
2
H. M. Perry
1302 Olive Blvd. Murray, Ky. Phone 753-4814

SPRING & SUMMER
LADIES FAMOUS
BRANDS

HOE CLEARANCE

Injunction .

OFF

ALL SHOES OUT FOR EASY SELECTION

LITTLETON'S
The Happy Yeliow Store
On The Good Ole Court Square

Uni

